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ABSTRACT
Linear ©ptimaX feedback control theory Is employed
for the synthesis of several nuclear reactor models*
Optimal feedback control theory is presented from:the
viewpoints of three commonly used techniques in modern
control theoryg namelys the calculus of variationsg Pon»
tryagin6s m x i m u m principle0 and Bellman°s dynamic
programming*

For the synthesis of linear nuclear reactor

control problems 9 these three methods all yield identical
'optimal feedback controllers 6

For the synthesis of non

linear nuclear reactor models 9 approximation techniques
based on either the maximum principle or dynamic program
ming are required* and the two methods yield different
results*
The purpose of this study is to derive analytical
expressions for a compensating: reactivity control which
minimizes an. integral quadratic performance index contain**
img system errors and control motions.

First-order linear

and non-linear reactor systems are analyzed in order to
■ " • r .

present a s .m n y iAfacets of the optimal synthesis problem
as possible using simple examples, . Higher-than=first«order
nuclear reactor models are analyzed for-optimal linear and
quasl-optimal non-linear cases, . Analog computer studies
show the effect oflquasl-optlmal feedback control in
minimizing system errors caused by internil dynamic .... '
,

'

-

!

vlii

I

'

,

"

ix
dlstmaton6@s«

feedfoaek gain .programs wez,@

deteminefi bj means of the digital ©©mputer for two differ=
ent non-linear reabter models 0

toe examples in this work

demonstrate th# nsefmlness of optimal feedback eontrol
synthesis for rmelear reaotor systems 0

1•

Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE
Introduction
In recent years a number of investigations have been
carried out for the determination of optimal controls for
nuclear reactor systems (39 8 , 11, 15)«. In the period since
World War II, new mathematics of automatic control theory
have been developed at a rapidly increasing rate0

Linear

control theory proved to be unsatisfactory for many types
of dynamic control systems 9 which contain characteristic
nonlinearities„

Describing-function and phase-plane tech

niques were developed for non-linear systems0

With the

advent of analog and digital computers, very complicated
control systems can be evaluated through indirect simula
tion,

Most recentlys, time-domain control system synthesis

has begun to play a very important role in automatic control,
To the engineer, the time-domain formulation is a realistic
framework In which to work and affords a wider range1of
problems which may be handled,
This thesis is concerned primarily with the problems
of optimization of feedback control systems.

The mathematics

of optimization In automatic control are probably the most
notable contributions to control theory of any.

The idea

of optimization Is surely not new and stems directly from

2
t
5‘
the classical mathematics of the calculus of variations«
.

However9 the application of mathematical optimization in
automatic control is a significant(divergence from the
methods discussed in the previous paragraph„

Optimization

theory attempts to yield a system controller which exactly
Incorporates all of the control system design constraints
directly without the need for trial^snd”error system analy-=
siSo

The recent theories of optimization used most frequent-

ly in control system design are those of Pontryagin (10) and
Bellman (1)«

Both of these theories give necessary and

sufficient conditions for the optimal control of linear
dynamic systems and as expected the resulting controls are
identical„

For non-linear systems Pontryagin0s maximum

principle gives necessary but not sufficient conditions for
the optimal controls

On the contrary9 howeverg Bellman°s

dynamic programming approach gives both necessary and
sufficient conditions for non-linear optimal control systems
also.

For other than linear systems with unbounded control

regions 9 these theories involve sophisticated and complex
computational techniques.
The application of optimization techniques to
reactor dynamics is new and almost all studies in this area
have been published since 19&1.

One of the very first

studies of optimal processes in nuclear engineering was
done by Bosztoczy (II9I2 ).

Since then, other studies have

been continuously forthcoming.

The general trend in all but

a few of these studies (5s 6) has been to obtain an openIpop optimal controls for specific reactor systemsP using fix*
ed performance criteria*

In other words9 the resulting oontrd^

law is satisfactorys only (a) if the reactor model exactly
(mathematically) represents the fixed physical reactors
(b) for one set of initial conditions9 and (©) where no
disturbances occur<, Due to these practical restrictions
the usefulness of such a control is questionable*
Thus a practical need is established for a closedloop feedback control* In this works, the optimization
4
methods ©f Pontryagin9s maximum principle and Bellman9s
.

dynamic programming are applied to a wide' range of reactor
kinetic problems to determine optimal feedback controllers*
-'
.
i
■
The primary effort is to establish a compensating reactivity
feedback controller which minimizes9 in an optimal sense9
deviations of., the instantaneous reactor states (for example
neutron density and delayed'neutron precursor densities)
from the desired or nominal states*
reactor systems are considered*

Linear and non-linear

In thpse cases where the

reactor dynamics considered are non-linear9 approximate
-

■'

'

'■

■

i

methods of determining the optimal feedback control are used*
iThe resulting controller is. nearly -optimal’* hereafter
.

.

.

'

■'

.

i

termed "quasl-optlmal”9 and increases in component com
plexity as greater accuracy Is required*
!

The usefulness of optimal feedback control for
nuclear reactors of all types is demonstrated in this
work*

Current optimal control theories are developed to

the extent that 'both deterministic and statistical control
systems can be handled (4)0

Statistical control systems

arb characterized by uncertainties in measurements and/or
sporadic fluctuations of the physical states of the system.
At present only a limited class of problems can be evaluated
using statistical» or stochastic, optimal control theory.
Only deterministic9 or exactly measurable, state variable
systems are considered here.
Outline of the Thesis
There are essentially two distinct parts in this
work.

Chapters 1, 2, and 3 are of an introductory nature

and chapters 4 9 and 5 contain examples of optimal feedback
control theory applied to specific reactor systems.
Chapter 2 discusses the mathematical theories of
optimal processes necessary to formulate and ultimately to
solve the feedback controller equations. Brief discussions
i
are contained in this chapter on the calculus of variations,
Pontryagin’s maximum principle, and Bellman°s dynamic
programming,*" Only generalizations, including necessary
:
i
and sufficient conditions for optimization, are discussed.
In chapter 3 the specialization of optimal control
theory to the feedback control proble# is,, considered.
Discussions of such topics as the selection of appropriate
performance criteria, control system stability, weighting
!

factor seleDtion9 and control system bonstraints are
included here.

In addition the.distinction between finite

and infinite control intervals are discussed*

Most of the

background material necessary for actual evaluation of the
control system i# contained in this chapter»

Of greatest

importance are the approximation techniques required when
applying the: maximum principle or dynamic programming to
s
'
non-linear Systemsg i.e. in non-guadratic error criterion9
feedbackscontrol synthesis.
A number of linear and non-linearjfirst-order
reactor dynamic examples are presented in ohapter 4.

The

emphasis here is to demonstrate and compares in a simple
way„ the techniques developed.

An effort is made to reveal

-

-t- 8-

■

<

'

the complexity of the synthesis problem eVen for first-order
systems9 thus giving some insight into the complexities of
higher»orders non-linear systems.

All reactor examples in

this chapter are based on a steady state desired power level
(neutron density) and an infinite control:Interval.

It

is felt---that optimal feedback control for;ordinary power
' .
..
)
•
■
reactors 9 operating in the steady state $ is demonstrated
in this chapter.

;

In chapter 5 optimal feedbaok-oontrol theory is
extended to reactor-dynamic systems of order greater than
first operating in other than the steady state condition.
First, a linear example of a reactor with delayed neutrons is
presented.

The purpose here is to obtain constant fixed

optimal feedback gains for a reactor with six groups of
delayed neutrons that ean.be used for any reactor

6
straight forwardly o

A comparison ,1s made with a one de~

layed neutroli group model»

Next#-: Pontryagin9s maximum

principle is applied to obtain a quasi-optimal control

I

for a non-linear reactor model which Undergoes a power
i

increase from 10 to 50 kilowatts in a,finite time.

Finally9

a quasi-optimal feedback control is determined for the
startup of. a nuclear rocket engine«, In this example two
control variables are optimized» discontinuities in nominal
controls are considered9 and a finite' control interval is
used.

Analog computor simulation studies show the effect-

itlveness of quasi-optimal control clearly,

I

Chapter 2
OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORIES
Intreduotlon and Notation
In this chapter the rarlous theories of math@=
matleal optimization are presented as the basis for optimal
feedback control system design.

Three separate methods of

functional optimization are describedg the calculus of
variations (2), Pontryagin6s maximum principle (10)9 and
Bellman11s dynamic programming (1),

i

The similarities of the calculus of variations
and the maximum principle are many.

The calculus of

variations g howevers> is more restrictive than the maximum
principle in-the types of variational problems that can be
handled.

The maximum principle extends the classical mathe

matics of the calculus of variations to include solutions
of problems with algebraic inequalities.

Both theories

have been proven to be necessary and sufficient conditions
for optimization of linear problems and require the in
direct solution of multi-point boundary %alue problems,
For non-linear problems both are a necessary9
but not sufficientp condition for optimization.

The basic

theorems of the calculus of variations are first discussed, .
The maximum principle is briefly outlined later9 with the
main differences clearly emphasized.

I

8

In 195?-9 Bellman (1) formulated ;the theory of
dynamic programmingo

VJhereas the maximum principle and

the calculus ©f variations are classified -as indirect
theoriess because the solution of two-point boundary
Value problems are required9 dynamic programming is
classified as a direct method of optimization^

In the

discrete form of this approach a single problem in .N
variables is transformed into H problems 9 each in one
variable 9 and a direct search for the optimal ’’policy/?? or
solution, is required0

Conceptually, this is a far easier

task than the solution of a multi-point boundary value
problem®

However9 the number of computations required for a

final solution roughly increases exponentially with the
order of the problem, greatly restricting the solution of
any sizable problem®

One very Important aspect of dynamic

programming is that equality or inequality constraints
on the problem reduce the regions of search for the op
timal policy and in.principle simplify the solution®
This is. in direct contrast with the maximum principle9
The generalized optimization problem can be
expressed fairly simply®

Since dynamic control systems

are the only type of problem considered here, the nota
tion and presentation Is kept in accord with recent
Control and nuclear reactor literature0
In control-system design, the mathematics of the
' - » 4-'
device to be conlrolled are usually given. This

mathematical description is called the dynamic process«,
la this work the dynamic processes are nuclear reactors,
Sae inputs ©f the dynamic process are termed control
variables and are designated by the quantities u%(t),
mg (t)s *,*, uM (t)$ but in specific reactor examples
the quantity
used*

p(t)3 control reactivity9 is sometimes

The dependent variables„ or outputs8 are termed

the response variables qjCt)sqgC^)9«

® tQCt),

These

.response variables may not always represent the physical
variables of the dynamic process 9 but in all cases are
fimetionally related to these variables a

The actual physical

Outputs of the dynamic process are termed-state variables
x^(t)9 x2 (t )9 «,*9 x^(t).

In the dynamic process of a

reactor described by six or more groups of delayed neutrons 9
where only the neutron density is measurable 9 the response
Variable would be the neutron density and the state var
iables Iwould) be _the neutron density together with all the
delayed neutron precursor densitiese

The minimum number of

state variables which completely describe the dynamic process
a set of first-order ordinary differential equations9 is
i

.equal to the order H of the system*

■

1

The optimal control problem is then defined as
the problem of controlling the dynamic jprocess in such a
i

way that the performance of the system^is optimum accord
ing to some specified functional performance criterion*
lot only must the control optimise.the-performance crlteri@n9 but It must do so without violating any of the physical

10
constraints to which the dynamic process is subjected.
Using colimn. Tector notation9 the controls, response»
and state variables are represented as

u(t) =

m(t)

q|(t)

Ug(t)

i a(t) = q2 Ct)

o

<5

O

0

_UM <t)_

%l(t)
I

{2~»1)

x(t) = r2 (t)

qQ(t)

2Cjj(t)

In general the differential equations describing
the nuclear reactor dynamic processes are non-linear with
time-varying coefficients and can be represented as

(2-2 )

& L @ W L = i(t) = £[s(t)0 B,(t)9t]
ii

L

J

which is Identical with the set of first-order differential
equations

'

%%(t) = f| ^ ( t ) s,u(t)irtj

’l - :

N

(2-3)

The physical design constraints9 or saturation
constraints 9 on the control and state variables of the
dynamic process are
u(t)£ U(t) and z(t) 6 X(t)

(2=4)

where the notation g,(t) ^ U(t) designates that the vector
u(t) lies within9 or on the boundary of9 the closed region
U(t) of the control vector space.

IX
When the dynaaie prooess is linear equation (2-2)
. *
esn be speoiall^et by the notation
gt(b) = A(t)s(t) -fr B(t)g(t)

(2-5)

If the dynamic process is linear9 saturation does not ooour
and equations (2-4) are eliminated«

% e time-varying

matrloies A(t) and B(t) are written in the form
sil(t) a%g(t) aoe a%^(t)
a21 (t) a-22(t) <,<,» #2^(t)
A(t)
O

<3

o

o

o

o

aN1(t) aN2(t) «oo aHN(t)
(2—6)
b||(t) b12(t) ,*<, bgM (t)
b2i(t) b22(t) »<,<, b2n(t)
B(t)

bg2 (t) ooo bMM(t)
The perforEanoe criterion^ that must be satisfied
for optimal control9 is of prime importanoe and must be
selected carefully and realistically0

The instantaneous

performance criterion, .em9 ,is calculated in terms of the
function
em (t) * h|g,(t),u,(t)9t|

(2-7)

The total system performance over the present and future

time, t < r< T, during which control effort Is applied to
the system Is found by Integrating equation (2-7 )
e(t)

=
^
Jh^.(r),a(r),r] ar

(2-8 )

The response variables are always functions of the physical
state variables and equations (2-7 ) and (2-8 ) are rewritten

and

em (t) = H[x(t),u(t),t]

(2-9 )

e(t) = ^ T H[x(r),n(r),Zr]dr

(2-10)

Calculus of Variations
Three problems were responsible for the develop
ment of the calculus of variations (2).

The brachlstochrone

problem Is the simplest and Involves determining a curve
between two fixed end-points such that a particle sliding
along the curve under the Influence of gravity travels
between the end-points In minimum time.

Prom this problem

evolved the basic conditions for the minimization of a
functional equation with no constraints.
The problem of geodesics Is concerned with mini
mizing a functional equation subject to a finite constraint.
For example, It may be desired to find the curve of minimal
length lying on a given surface Joining two fixed points on
that surface.
Finally, the Isoperlmetrlc problem Is concerned
with finding a closed curve, of given length, such that

13
the enclosed surface area Is maximum*

This is the mini

mization of a functional, subject to an integral constraint.
The basic equation that gives the necessary condition
for a maximum, or minimum, of an integral functional is
the Euler-Lagrange equation.

Equation (2-10), here repeated,

is an example of the Integral functional considered In this
study.
T
e

In deriving the Euler-Lagrange necessary condition, equation
(2-11) will be used in a modified form.

Equation (2-2)

relates the control vector, u(t), to the state variable
vector, x(t), and its derivative, x(t).

In other words

*

U.(t) =

(2-12)

and upon substitution equation (2-11) becomes
rT
e(t) =

F[x(r),£(r),r]dr

(2-13)

The problem of minimizing this performance index
is the problem most frequently treated and is equivalent to
the brachistoohrone problem when x(t) is a first-order
vector, i.e. the scaler x(t).

In order to simplify the

derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equation, a first-order
process is considered initially.
e(t)

F[x(r),x(r),r]dr

»

*

(2-14)

14
The minimization of equation (2-1'i) Is performed
by first assuming that the state variable Is
x(r) = x* (r) +oC§x(r)

(2-15)
!

where x*(r) Is the function that actually minimizes equation
(2-14).

Here OCis an arbitrarily small quantity and h x { z )

Is considered to be an arbitrary and unrestricted pertur
bation.

The derivative of x(t) is written
x(r) = x* (r) + OCSxi Z)

(2-16)

Since OC is arbitrarily small the performance index is
perturbed infinitesimally about F[x*(t),x*(t)*zj.

If F

and its derivatives with respect to x ( Z) and x(t) are
continuous, the instantaneous performance criterion is
expanded in a Taylor series such that
F(x(r),x(r),rl = F[x*(r),x»(r),2:] +cf/aF[x*(t),x*(z),r] gx(r)
L
J
L
J
1
dx*(z)
+ 3F[x*(?2|X*

S x ( r ) l -hoc2

. .J +

x

(2-17)

where a 2 is multiplied by all second partial derivatives
of F* with respect to x* and x* and where the notation
3F[x* (r).x^(z).t ]
ax*(r)

is equivalent to

ap[x*(z),z*(T).t]
ax*(T)

= aF[x(r)tx(r).tr]
HxTH

X=X*
X=X*

(2-18)

15
If the above series converges uniformly, the performance
Index can be written
T
e (t) = e*(t) + f oc[Sx(r) 2 F[x»(r).x»(T:).r]
Jt
L
^ x*(r)
(2-19)
+ S x ( r ) a F[x*(?).x*(f).t] Idt -kx2 /.• «l +,
d±*Yr)

I

J

J

where e*(t) Is the performance Index evaluated at x(z)=x*(%)
which minimizes e(t)•
The first necessary condition for a minimum Is
(2-20)

2>e (t)
= 0
0C= 0
dOC
when

Sx(r) Is an arbitrary function.

The result of this

condition applied to equation (2-19) Is
r ip
|(Sx(r) a> F[x*(rO |X»(^).^1 + S x ( r ) d ?[x*^z|.x*(z).t] dr = o
(2-2 1 )
Integrating the second term In this expression by parts
rT
/ <Sx(t) 2>F[x*(%),x*(r).t]dT
Jt

=

dr

+ Sx(r) aF[x*(r),x»(r),r]
dxMrl
Equation (2-21) now becomes

(2-22 )

16

f TSx(t)

ar*TtJ

Jt

dr v

dx*(r)

+ Sx(t) 3 f [ x * ( r ) .x* ( r ) ,r]

j

dt

r= T
= 0

(2-23)

3 x*(r)
If the integrand of equation (2-23) is finite at r = t and
Z = T then the contribution at these end-points is due only
to the 2nd term.

This is the so-called transversality

condition
T = T
§x(t) 6F[x*(z).x*(z).z]
= 0
Z
crx*Tn
Since

Sx(z)

is arbitrary, the integrand of equation

(2-23) must vanish independently of
t<T<T.

(2-24)

Sx(z) on the Interval

This is the Euler-Lagrange necessary condition

for optimality.
3 F lx*(t),x*(t).tl

- d

faF[x*(t),x*(r).z]l = 0

(2-25)
The appropriate boundary conditions are required for
explicit solutions of equation (2-25).

If these boundary

conditions are specified as x*(t) and x*(t) or as x*(T)
and x*(T) the solution is the common initlal-value or onepoint boundary value problem.

If, however, they are

specified as x*(t) and x*(T) or as x*(t) and x*(T) then
the solution is termed a two-point boundary-value problem.
The initial state of the dynamic process is always
fixed as
x(t) = x*(t)

(2-26)
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which requires that

Sx(t) = 0 for the transversallty

condition of equation (2-24).

The minimizing function

x*(T) must have a fixed-point boundary condition, and
because

8x(t) = 0, from equation (2-24)
gx(T) ?>f Lx *(T).x »(T).t ] = 0
a x *(t )

(2-2?)

If this fixed-point boundary condition is
x(T) = x*(T)
then
ly.

(2-28)

Sx(T) = 0 and equation (2-2?) is satisfied automatical
If, however, x*(T) is free to assume any finite value

then the so-called free-point terminal-boundary condition
results and
jll = 0

because

(2-29)

Sx(T) Is arbitrary.
In order that the Instantaneous performance index

be a minimum value, one additional condition must be satisfied.
This is known as the Legendre condition and is
32e(t)
^0
(X = 0
aoc2

(2-30)

This is seen to be equivalent to the'minimum of a function
given by differential calculus.

The application of this

condition to equation (2-19), extended to include the product
of OC2 times the 2n<* derivative terms, gives
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2/

f (?x(r )2d2F[x» (r) tx» ( r ) .r]
t I
+ 2 5x(r) S x Ct ) a2F[x*(z).x*(z).z]
2)x# (4)ax* (Z)
+

(2-31)

5 x(t)2 <32F[x*(T).x*(t).z] 1 clT ^ 0
2>x* (
J

A sufficient condition for satisfying equation (2-31)
everywhere on ts= T s=T Is a positive Integrand for any
Sx(^) and

^x(r),

A positive Integrand Is ensured when

2)x*(r) ai* (r)
d 2FLr»(r),x» (zj.r]
dx* (T) a x*

a2FLx^ (r) ,x» (r) ,r]
2>X*(T)2

(2-32)

The sufficient condition of equation (2-32) Is very
restrictive and It is difficult, if not impossible, to
test a given performance criterion for sufficiency.

For

these reasons some authors (7) tacitly assume that the
Euler-Lagrange necessary condition of equation (2-25) Is
both a necessary and a sufficient condition for minimi
zation.

Functions which satisfy equation (2-32) are given

the term, strictly convex functions.
There are many solutions of the Euler-Lagrange
equation which are integrable, but one such problem is of
special interest in the solution of the exact non-linear
optimal control for first-order dynamic processes.

This
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solution will be considered here because of its frequent
application to the non-linear problems of chapter 4.
If the Instantaneous performance criterion, F,
depends on x(t) and x(t) only and is independent of t,
the following solution results.
F = F[x(t),x(t)]:

(2-33)

The Euler-Lagrange equation can be shown to be
aF[x»(^)«x»(t)] - a 2F[x*(^ ).x»(t)] x*(t)

ax*(4 )

d x* {i) dx* (t;
(2-34)

- 0^F[x*|t j^x* (%)] x*(t) = 0

When both sides of equation (2-34) are multiplied by the
function x*(t) the Euler-Lagrange equation becomes the
exact derivative
0 =

|F^x*(r),x*(t)]

- x»(t) aF[x»^r|ax»(i:)] j

(2-35)

Consequently, the Euler-Lagrange equation has the first
integral
|F[x*(t)tx*(rj]

- X»{x) ^ f L x M O |X»(^)] 1= C

where C is the constant of integration.
optimal solution for x*(r) is

(2-36)

Thus the exact
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X*(r) =

r

c

5 F [x*Ti )7x» (T:)]
a

(2-37)

Equation (2-12) relates the optimal control of this firstorder dynamic process to the above equation.
The generalized extension of the calculus of vari
ations to Nth-order dynamic processes is presented in terms
of Lagrange multipliers.
previous development.

The results directly follow the

The problem is left in terms of

minimizing the original functional equation (2-10), here
repeated,
e(t) =

H[x(T),u(T),r]dt

(2-38)

which is subject to the constraints of the dynamic process
x(t) = f x(t),;u(t),t]

(2-39)

This is the so-called isoperimetric problem with
integral constraints and is reformulated in terms of a
constrainted performance criterion, which incorporates
both equations (2-38) and (2-39)•

It is written here in

terms of the Lagrange multipliers
T
(t)
=J
H0 [x(r),u(r),A(t)»r]dt
ec
't
where

X(T) is the Lagrange multiplier vector.

Lagrange multiplier for each state variable.
ed instantaneous performance measure is

(2-4 0 )
There is a

The constrain
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Ho[z(T),k(T),^(T),z] = H^x(T),&(%),?]
*

^

(2-41)

^n(t)ffn [£(z),a(T),r] - xn (t)

From this equation It Is seen that the value of the con
strained performance criterion Is equal to the original
performance criterion when the Lagrange multipliers,
X n (t) (n = 1*2,...,N), are chosen such that the terms inside
the braces vanish.
The conditions for a minimum are developed as
before with the inclusion of the perturbed optimal control
variables and perturbed optimal Lagrange multipliers.

XjJ t )

=x j( r ) +0C1 Sx1(r)

Xi(t)

=xj(t) +0C1Sxi(t) > 1

Xi(t)

=

Uj(t)

=Uj(r) + Tj Suj(t)

(t) + /3^ 6

(2-42)
= 1,2

N

(2-43)
(2-44)

(t)
j = 1,2

M

(2-45)

where M represents the number of control Inputs to the
dynamic process.

Now the constrained performance criterion

H0 is expanded in a Taylor series about the optimal value
Hc*.

At this point all arguments of the functions are

dropped for conciseness.

K

(2-46)

All perturbations are treated Independently and the conditions
for a minimum are
^Cc(t)

= o

2)ec (t)

;

=
(2-4?)

2>cC1

where these derivatives are all evaluated at oC = /S= T = 0.
When these conditions are applied to equations (2-40) and
(2-46) the result is

+ § X1^ H 0*i

SH0*

W

i:

O
II
A-'
'd

/
t>
j:

dt = 0

1 = 1,2,...,N

(2-48)

1 = 1,2 ,...,N

(2-49)

J = 1,2,...,M

(2-50)

J

dH0*

dZ = 0

Integrating the second term of equation (2-48) by parts
and combining the results with the first term the result is

f m

-

T= T

dr + Sx*
}

= 0
dx

1 J

1 = 1,2, •••,N

T= t
(2-51)

The result, as in the first-order case, is a set of EulerLagrange equations and transversality conditions corresponding
to each of the N state variables.

They are summarized as
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Sxiaa/
Tx^

and

c)H *
c

z>x;

- d
37

T
1 — 1*2*#**,N

= 0

(2-52)

(2-53)

TxJ"

In addition an Euler-Lagrange equation results for each of
the N Lagrange multipliers and M control variables for
arbitrary perturbations.

Equations (2-49) and (2-50)

give these necessary conditions as
dHc*

^

- x*

“ 0

1 = 1,2,...,N

(2-54)

J = 1,2,...,M

(2-55)

For the fixed-point boundary conditions of
x£(t) = xj(T)
the perturbations
automatically satisfied.

(2-56)

are zero and equation (2-52) is
However, for the free-point

boundary conditions where x£(T) are allowed to assume any
finite value at this end-point the boundary conditions are
x*(t) = x1 (t)

5 A£(T) = 0

(2-57)

From equation (2-55) the optimal control is seen to be an
algebraic relation and when substituted into the differential
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equations of the dynamic process and the Lagrange multipliers
give a set of 2N first-order differential equations subject
to the boundary conditions previously specified.
The calculus of variations can treat problems with
movable boundaries, extremals with cusps (discontinuities
within t <=:T < T), and others, but the conditions outlined
here are basic to any of the variational problems of this
method.
PontrvaKln's Maximum Principle
The primary limitation of the calculus of variations
in control theory is that the theory, as developed, is not
suitable for solving problems where control, or state,
variable saturation occurs.

Pontryagln and his co-workers

have extended the methods of calculus of variations to
,
'
include such problems. Briefly the equations of Pontryagln
will be outlined here using the Hamiltonian formulation.
The Hamiltonian function H* is related to the
constrained instantaneous performance criterion of equation
(2-39) and is stated here

H'[a(z),ll(?),2 (T),?] = f

where
and

Xn (r)fn [x(r),a(r),r]

A0 (r) = 1

(2 -5 8 )

(2-59)

x0 (r) = f0 [x(r),il(T) #tj = H^x(t) , \ £ ( t ) (2-60)

Thus H* is very nearly Hc of equation (2-39) but does not

Include the derivatives of the state variables.

The

conditions for a minimum are

2>H*

and

3

i —

(2-6l)

i —

(2-62)

(2-63)

= 0

These equations are seen to be equivalent to the EulerLagrange equations of the calculus of variations.

Equation

(2-63) is the result where saturation of the control variables
does not occur.

If the control vector must remain on or

within a closed region of the M-dimenslonal control space
U, the minimization process with respect to the control vector
is written
H** = mln
u(r)eu
Using the definition of H* the result of this minimization
gives the following conditions for optimality
= a H'*
au*

since

= 0

(2-65)

d Al

d H ’*/ d u * = 0 when ut is not on the boundary of U,
*
and ,du^/
= d u*/c)Ai = 0 when u* is on the boundary of U.

The variables

^^(t) In Pontryagln's maximum

principle are sometimes termed Pontryagln variables, or
adjoint variables, but are seen to be Identical with the
Lagrange multipliers of the calculus of variations.
In the special case where the dynamic process and
the instantaneous performance criterion are time-Invariant
the Hamiltonian Is independent of time and is written
such that

(2-66)
2>H'*
Tf-

= 0

and the Hamiltonian is seen to be the constant of integration

(2-6?)

H'* = C

Also, In this case, the following condition for optimal
control results
ul d H'*
) If!-since

=0

J = 1,2

(2-68)

M

3H'*/6 11* = 0 for u* not on the boundary of U and

u* = 0 for u* on the boundary, because of the time invarw
J
lance of the process.
The determination of the optimal control for a
first-order dynamic process with control variable saturation
is a relatively simple exercise.

This is demonstrated in

the several first-order examples of chapter 4,

In addition,

when no weight is placed on control effort in the performance

©riterl@n9 iae:
« the performanee criterion is not an-explicit
‘ v function of the vector u(t)$ t>ang-feang control generally ■
.

■

■

results as th%. optimal for the ease with *saturation,« Un
fortunately for higher-than-first-order1 dynamic processes
.

-

'

.

.

-

i

where saturation occurs 9 the determination of the optimum
i
control is a far more difficult problem; to cope .with, This
is because differential equations9 rather than algebraic
relations s must be satisfied at all of the twitching times«,

%namlc programming; as stated;*is important in
control theory for two reasonse

Problems with control

variable saturation are solvable 9 and the solution of the
two-point boundary-value problem Is not required®

Control

saturation can be handled since the assumption of unrestrict
ed control.perturbations is not made„

The two-point o

boundary-value problem is eliminated b y a flooding procedure
where the optimal control signal is constructed polnt-bypointe

Merriam (7) has stated this flooding procedure as

follows?
11 «ae dynamic programming embeds the solution to
the optimization of the control system for a
particular :state of the dynamic process into the
optimization of the control system for all possible
states of the dynamic process„ «,»"
Thus one N-dimensional problem becomes 1 one-dimensional
problems for all initial states and the appropriate optimal
■control is chosen from the resulting solutions„

'
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In the derivation of the dynamic programming
equations, again a first-order dynamic process will be used
for simplicity.

The functional desired to be optimized is

that of equation (2-14), here repeated
fT
e(t) *J

r
-i
F[x(r),x(t),tj dt

(2-69)

The initial concept in dynamic programming is that, rather
than determining the optimal state variable x*(t), the
minimization is determined by finding the optimal x#(T).
Thus a class of solutions is obtained and the particular
x*(t•) is determined from the initial state and the value
t* by the relation
ft’
x*(t*) = x(t) +/
Jt

.
x*(t)dt

(2-?0)

Prom this last equation it is seen that F then is simply
a function of x(t), t and t", so that equation (2-69) is
written
e*(t) =

J

Fm [x(t),t,tjdT

and thus the minimum value of

(2-71)

the performance criterion

is only dependent on x(t) and t.
e*(t) - E[x(t),t]
The function E then can be called
criterion, and is restated as

(2-7 2 )

the minimum performance
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E[x(t),t|

= min /
x(r)Jt

?[%(?),x(t),rldT:
L
-1

(2-73)

When the derivative is restricted to remain in a given
region* which is the case of control saturation, equation
(2-73) Is written
E [x (t ), tl = min
rT
r
,
L
J
x ( r ) e s ( r ) F [ x ( r ) , x ( r ) , r J dr

(2-74)

From this equation it is seen that the boundary condition
on the minimum performance criterion is that
E[x(T),T]

= 0

(2-75)

%
Using equation (2-74) the minimization problem can be
restated as

x(t) e s w j j A

F^x(r),x(r),rjdr - E^xtt1)»tfjj = o

(2-76)

The integral within the braces can be broken into two
separate integrals;
min

f r t '+8

x(r) e 3 ( T X y e

r

.

,

F^x(r),x(T),rj

r

<11

+J

T
^

.

_

F^x(t),x(t),zjdz

(2-77)
- E[x(t'

= 0.

Now using the definition of the minimum performance criterion
equation (2-77) becomes
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f r f+S
min
i(r) € s(r)

r
_
F^x(r ),x(r),rj dT + E^x(t'+5),t'+s]

(2-78 )
- E[x(t' ),t'] j = 0
Equation (2-78) Is the discrete form of the dynamic pro
gramming condition for optimality and is frequently used in
this form.

The continuous form of this equation is derived

by letting

5 approach zero.

When this happens the terms in

the braces are written
f
J x.'

F[x(r),x(^),T]dr = &'F[x(t'),x(t'),t'l + 8 2.(...)
L
J
L
J
I J (2-;79)

E[x(t’+ S) ,t'-hs] - E^x(t'),t'j

=X.dE[xU| ).tt] + g2.^...l^
80)

and the minimum performance criterion condition is
Si/min
F[x(t'),x(t')t^ + ds[ x(t').t']
li(f)es(t«)„ L
J
At*

+ ^

= o
(2-81)

Since

S

where

g

is arbitrary although small, this final condition,
0, is simply
min
/F[x(r) ,x(r) ,rl + dE[x(r).t]l= 0
x(r)€S(t)\
J
dbJ

where the variable t* has been replaced by X .

(2-82)

Taking the

total time derivative of the second term,
d,s[x(r).r] = 3E[x(t).t] + x(t) ^sfxjtrj.t]
dr
ar

(2-83)
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the continuous dynamic programming necessary condition for
a minimum performance criterion Is
mln
rF[x(r),x(^),r] + x ( t ) aEtxC'r),£] \ = - DE[x(t)tr]
x(t)€S(t)|
d x(t)
J
dr
L
(2-84)
since

dE/dr

Is not dependent upon

The sufficient

condition for a minimum Is that the performance criterion
Is a continuous, strictly convex function of x(r) and Is
represented
a2

/Frx(r).x(r).r1 +

T T C rF X L

Hz)

J

aE[x(r).r] 1 =
dxTFT J
>o

7>±{zy^

<2 85)

The extension of the necessary condition ofdynamic
programming to the N^-order dynamic process Is here carried
out In vector notation.

The minimum performance criterion

is defined as
E[a(t'),t4
L
J

= mln
u (t )6U(t )

with the boundary condition

e [x

r T

.
.
H[x(r),u(r),r]dT (2-86)

(T),Tj = 0.

The continuous

form of the minimum performance criterion Is here seen to
be equivalent to equation (2-82) and is
mln

fHr&(z),y/t),Tl + dE[x(-t).rJ 1 = 0

a(r)eu(t)| L

J

Ir

J

(2-8?)
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The total time derivative equivalent of equation (2-82) is
N

dE(x(t),t] =
dr

3E[s(r),r3 +
st

Y, X, (T) 3E[x(r),t]
i=1
x^Ttl

(2-88)

and the condition for minimum performance which corresponds
to equation (2-84) is

mln

.fH[jc(T),ii(T),Tl +

&(T)eU(T)l L

J

1^1

1L

J " dx{{z)

= - SE[jc(r),T]

Y^
J

(2-89)

3T

In the dynamic programming formulation the term
d E/ 2>

is equivalent to the Lagrange multiplier,

of

the calculus -of variations and Pontryagin’s maximum prin
ciple.

Prom equation (2-89) it is not hard to understand

why the discrete formulation is most frequently used to
find the minimizing control for higher-than-first-order
dynamic processes.

)

Chapter 3
DISICM OF OPTIB&L PEEDMCE CONTROL SXSfBMS
Introduction
.

*

'

In this ohapter the applieatlon" of the optimal
control methods of the previous chapter are applied to the
problem of designing an optimal feedback controller.

The

general performance criterion for this work is an Integralsquare-error criterion weighting perturbations of both state
and control variables from the nominal values of these
variables6

In various other applications: of optimal .control

theory to nuclear reactor processes9 the methods of the
previous chapter were used to find the nominal state and
control variables9 but in this work these: trajectories are
'
assumed to have been previously determined®
The first consideration is the selection of the
appropriate performance criterion9 henceforth, referred to ,
as an error criterion.

In this section such topics as control

saturation constraints9 selection ©f.the Weighting factors $
'

■

•

'

•

.

i

and the incomplete' measurement ©f the physical state variables
are discussed.,
Following is a section on the synthesis, of the sub
class of linear dynamic, processes.

The feedback controller

as determined by either the maximum principle or dynamic
programming are identical for linear systems9 and only the
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■ <
prograimllag format .Is useda
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general properties

of linear optiml. control systems are outlined specifically
:
■■ '■ ■/ j
■' .. ■ . .
in this seotlonv A diseusslon Is also included on the

.

stability of the linear optimal control system,
Finallyj the synthesis of non-linear control systems
is discussed^

Here techniques for determining quasi** .

optimum feedback control systems are presented.

Dynamic

programming and the maximum principle are discussed sepa
rately for quasMeptlmum feedback control because significant
differences arise, ■Primarily0 the maximum principle yields- 1
a quasi-optimum control which approximates the optimum
control equation by a Taylor series expansion about the
nominal trajectories«, Dynamic programming; however9 approx
imates the minimum error function (performance criterion)
by a Taylor series expansion about the nominal trajectories,
The differences in the two methods are not obvious a •priori.
Thus non-linear quasi-optimal feedback control synthesis
should be evaluated by both of these methods to determine
which is better for the problem at hand.

Examples in chapter

4 demonstrate that the choice is not unique and that general
isations concerning system performance are somewhat difficult
to assay beforehand,

"

.-

<

The first eonsideratien in the- design of ahy "control -

system is the selection -of an acceptable performance criter
ion,

For the feedback controller evaluation seme measure of •
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the errors relative to the nominal variables of the dynamic
process Is required.

Hence, a suitable performance criterion

Is an error criterion.

In some problems this criterion might

be specified only at a single point In time.

For example

It might be desired to minimize errors In the terminal
values of the state variables.

Such an error criterion

would take the form
N
e (t) - f

where the functions

F1 [x»(T) - X^T)]

(3-1)

are arbitrary, but would naturally

consider only the magnitudes of the errors.

Acceptable

choices of F^ might be
F(y) =
An error measure

y ; F(y) =

y2 ; F(y) = y2n

(3-2)

that Is equivalent to equation (3-1) Is

the Impulse error measure
N

e(t) = r

where

rT

^

/

S(r-T)Fl[x«(T)-xjL(1:)]dt

,

n

(3-3)

S(T-T) Is the unit-Impulse function or the Dirac

delta function.

The upper limit Is considered the time

where control effort terminates.
A somewhat better error criterion, would be to
minimize the accumulated errors for the entire control
Interval.

Such a controller, In the true sense. Is a

feedback controller such that all x^(t)=rx*(t)
real time.

for all

Thus the errors are weighted over all future
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time starting with the present.

The error criterion for such

a system is
e

where the

0 ^ (T) are weights assigned to allowable state

variable errors.

They are here termed state variable

weighting factors.
In addition to minimizing state variable errors,
it is usually desirable to minimize control variable errors
also.

It was stated in the section on the maximum principle

that when control effort is not weighted in the performance
criterion the optimal controller is a bang-bang controller.
Such control is not always satisfactory, and when nominal
control curves are available a servo-system is required
such that U j ( t u * ( t ) for all time.
The error measure of equation (3-4) is now modified
to include control variable errors
e

• -

fsHJt

'1

1L I ’ ’

1--J

(3-5)

* f

where the functions

r

(Z) are termed the control variable

weighting factors.
In this work quadratlc-error criteria are used
exclusively.

There are several distinct advantages for

using such criteria.

Firstly, large errors are penalized

more heavily then smaller ones and this is desirable.
The criterion can easily be chosen to be a strictly convex
function of the errors, since the square terms are always
positive definite, which is a basic condition for the error
measure to assume a minimum value.

Most Importantly,

however, the resulting optimal feedback controller is linear
for linear dynamic processes and the resulting quasi-optlmal
controller using the maximum principle is linear for non
linear dynamic processes.

A form of this quadratic-error

criterion is

(3-6)

The conditions

(t)—

0 and

^ j (t) >

o

are Imposed so

that the integrand is positive and strictly convex.

In

equation (3-6) cross-product terms between two different
state variable errors, or between state variable and control
variable errors, are not Included, because they usually are
meaningless in the design problem.

Equation (3-6) is the

basic error criterion used in all of the present examples.
Some dynamic processes require a large number of
state variables for an accurate mathematical description.
Unfortunately, the measurement of all of these variables
may not be possible.

For example in nuclear reactors
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systems the direct measurement of delayed neutron precursor
densities is not possible.

These variables are required,

however, for the feedback controller to be optimum.

When

incomplete measurement arises the most satisfactory means
of obtaining these states is on-line computation of those
not measured.

This requires that at least one of the

physical states be measured.

Power level, for example,

is a measurable state in the reactor and all precursor
densities can be determined from this state.
Because of the frequent need to calculate the
precursor concentrations in reactor kinetics, the on-line
computer for these is evaluated here.

The description of

the simplest reactor with delayed neutrons (16) is
n =y£n
T
and

c^ —

- yfn
£
— A

6
+ Y AiC.
1=1

(3-7)

1 — 1,2,...,6

(3—8)

where n is the reactor power, a state variable, yo is the
total reactivity, a control variable, and c^ are the pre
cursor densities.

The parameters /3t /3^t

and / are

characteristic of the given reactor dynamic process and the
type of fuel utilized.
= delayed neutron yield of 1 ^ precursor-group
per fission
'
/3 =

6
1=1

/3. = total delayed neutron precursor yield
per fission
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i •
= decay constant of the V n precursor group
and

i
—
— .'
yl = the neutron lifetime of the reactor.

Equations (3-12) relate the state variables of precursor
densities to the reactor power level and are linear differ
ential equations.

The transfer function of each group, with

reactor power as an input, is
Ci(s) =
N(s)
s/Ai+1

1 = 1,2,...,6

13-9)

The equivalent electrical analog with the same transfer
Impedance is represented in figure 1.

The transfer function

of the electrical network of figure 1 is
vci(B >
^nTsT™

= R2l/(R11 + R2l) _________
(R2i/(Rii + R2 1 ^ Rli^ls + ^

(3-10)

The output voltage Vci(t) corresponds to [^c^ (t J-c^ (0 )J when
Vn (t) corresponds to

n (t )-n(0)j and the following equalities

hold;
R2i/(Rii + R2l)

= Z^i// A i

Hu c1 = i / A i

(3-lD
(3-12)

Figure 2 Is a schematic of the reactor plant with this type
of on-line computer.
The selection of the weighting factors 0 ^ (z) and
Y'jj(Z) can generally be specified by the performance
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Figure 1
Electrical Network with Transfer Function
Equivalent to Equation (3-9)
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Schematic of Reactor with On-Line Computer

requirementst or constraints, of the overall dynamic process.
The selection is not unique, and some alteration may be
required of the initial choices.

The more difficult the

design problem in general, the more Important the selection
becomes if the design requirements are to be met.
A purely heuristic method of selecting the weighting factors is presented here in terms of elementary concepts.
The instantaneous error measure is written
H(t) =

£ 0 1 (t)rx*(t)-x1 (t)l 2
1=1
L
J
(3-13)

+

The weighting factors are then determined on the basis of
maximum allowable errors.

For example, the maximum

allowable state variable errors at any point in time
contribute equally to the error measure, since it is desired
to minimize the Integrated sum.

This is stated as

1 = 1,2

The

N-l

5x^(t)iVlA are then
max allowable

The same logic may be applied to the control errors

(3-15)
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6 u j(^)WA

where

$

(3-16)

(T)-Uj (T)j

max available

(3-1?)

The maximum allowable and available errors are subject to
the design performance specifications,
In addition the total contribution due to maximum
allowable state variable errors in the error measure should
roughly equal the total contribution due to maximum avail
able control errors in order to minimize the error criterion.
Using this relation
^j^cr) iS x 12 (t )m a -

^

(?) MA

(3-18)

When equations (3-14) and (3-16) are considered equation
(3-18) is equivalent to the following relation
2

M
_ & xN (r) M
Finally, if

V'iitt)

(3-19)

(?) = 1, all other weighting factors

are uniquely specified by this procedure.

Probably, however,

the maximum errors do not all occur simultaneously and the
equations are somewhat unrealistic.

The equations indicate

that the weighting factors are time-varying, but they can be
treated as constants when

Sx^ ("t)^ and

Su^

are set

equal to their largest values during the control process.

In some instanoes it is d@slra"b|.e to weight the
terminal state'variable errors more heavily than at any
other time in the eontrol Intervals

This is accomplished

by impulse weighting of the type considered In equation
(3-3)«

If this Is necessary, the weighting functions for

the State variables become

£t) = (p^ir) -$• 0 1 TS(r-T)

(3.-2 0 )

where 0 ^ grp is the Impulse weighting factor for the i n 
state variable error at the terminal time.

Impulse weighting

has the same effect as increasing the duration of the eontrol
interval. ."‘;
In the design of feedback control systems, control
and state variable saturation constraints must not be violated.
The error criterion of equation (3-6) does not take into
consideration saturation constraints which are sometimes
termed "hard" constraints.

A simple procedure is available

(?) to incorporate these constraints into the error criterion
of equation (3-6) o

This is a technique whereby hard cons;'..

straimts are replaced by mathematical relations, termed "soft"
constraints, that heavily penalize values near the limits of
saturation.

However, in this work soft constraints have not

been considered,

•

When reactivity is the control variable In a nuclear
reactor, the resulting dynamic process, as indicated by
equation (3-7)» Is non-linear.

This might lead one to

bfy
believe that only non-linear synthesis Should be considered
for nuclear reactor processes =

Howeverg Kliger (5) has

introduced a technique which transforms the non-linear
dynamic process into a linear one very simply.

The non

linear dynamic process can be written alternately as
x(t) = A(t)x(t) + b[x(t)9u(t)9tj

(3-21)

where the first term on the right represents all the linear
terms in the state vector x(t) and the vector b represents
the nonlineartles and the control terms of the dynamic
process,

A pseudo-control vector is then equated to the

vector b
u e(t) = bjx(t),&(t)9tj

(3-22)

and the resulting dynamic process is linear.
For a nuclear reactor described by the equations
n = /On - /3n + Ac
£
£

(3-23)

c = /3n -

(3-24)

Ac

the pseudo-control variable would be
u«(t) = /Q(t)n(t)

(3-25)

Since n(t) is a measurable stateg the actual control
reactivity is obtained by multiplying u°(t) by the measurable

V

quantity I / n (t )•

This necessarily requires that a small

auxiliary component be Introduced Into the control system
to carry out this operation.

Figure 3 Is a schematic of

the control system for equations (3-23) and (3-24).
*
Synthesis of Linear Systems
In this section the optimal feedback controller
equations are developed for dynamic processes which are
described by equation (2-5), here repeated
x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t)
where A(t) and B(t) are given by equation (2-6).

(3-26)
The

variational problem Is to minimize the error criterion
of equation (3-6) subject to the linear dynamic process of
equation (3-26).

The dynamic programming format of equation

(2-89) Is used here.
e(t> =

^

The error criterion Is repeated here
/tT <^il?>[*?M-Si(T)]2 dT
(3-2?)

*

,5

1

/ , I

W

T | ["5

, r l - u ) lT,] 2 d T

The development of the optimum controller equations can be
presented In a concise way using vector-matrlx notation.
Equation (3-2?) rewritten In vector-matrlx form Is

)
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u*(t)

u(t)

NUCLEAR

xf JZ\ P(t)
n

n(t)

REACTOR
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n(O)
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n(t)

Figure 3
Reactor System with a Pseudo-Control Variable

4?
where the time arguments have been dropped for conciseness•
The superscript T Indicates matrix transpose.

The weighting

factor matrices (£) and Vj/ are diagonal of form

0

u

<

o

0

022(r)

0

r >

(3-29)

4>
0
0

and

0

0

>^22

0

Y 'u('t)

(3-30)

Using the dynamic programming format of equation (2-89) In
vector-matrlx form, the necessary condition for a mlnlmumerror controller is

u

^

+ [**'*} TY [ae

+ iT 3 E"v L3 ^ j)
where

r
L

T = 1m
bXi

3^

^ S ..* 3 2
d %2
dx^j

(3-3D

(3-32)

Hie optimal control vector is determined when the partial
derivative with respect to u(t) of the term within the
braces of equation (3-31) is taken

48
2>E

where

(3-33)

= xTAT + u^B1

(3-34)

Performing this operation the optimal control vector Is
-1BT I E
d£

u°(T) = u* -

(3-35)

where the superscript ° designates the minimizing control.
Substituting equation

(3-35)

Into

(3-31)

the condition for

a minimum is obtained.
[s*-s]Tc£) [s*-*] - i

" a

as

e"

-

+

A

T

™

dE"

(3-36)
+ U * TBT ' d E _

-

3E
dr

.

The problem now is reduced to finding E[x»rj .

The solution

Is obtained by assuming that the mathematical form of E^x »t J
is a quadratic function of x(T) with time dependent co
efficients.

The assumed solution is then substituted into

equation (3-36) and shown to be the correct solution under
certain conditions.
The assumed solution is
E^x(r),%]

where

k(r)

= k ( r ) - k T (i)x-xTk(r)

+ xTK(r)x

(3-37)

is a scalar function, and

k T (t) =

. . . k N (-r)]

(3-38)
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and

kl1 (r)ki2 (T)...kiN ('r)
)^22^ )•••^ 2 N ^
K(T) = Ki(r) =

(3-39)

From equation (3-37) the necessary partial derivatives of
equation (3-36) are
3 E = -2k(T) + 2kx
dx
and

3E = k(t)-kT (r)x-xTk(r) + x'rK(t)x

(3-40)

(3-41)

Substitution of equation (3-40) and (3-41) into (3-36)
gives the necessary condition in terms of k(t),k(t) and
K('£')•

The result is
X*+£T(|) x-2TK B ^ -1BtKx + kTB ^ _1BTlcx

+ xTKB'P"1BTk-kTB ^ -1BTk + xTKAx-k&x + x’
rKBu# - kT% *
+ £TATK£ + a*TKx - xTAl1k - u*TBTk = -k + xTk + kTx - xTK£
(3-42)
|
The vector &(r) can assume any arbitrary value and thus,
in order for equation (3-42) to represent a minimum, the
coefficients of the powers of x(tr) on the left must equal
the coefficients on the right.

These conditions result in

first-order differential equations which describe the
k parameters.

50

and

-k = x^T(J)X# - kTBVp’~1BTk - 2kTBu*

(3-43)

-k = (^) x* - KBxp elBTk + ATk +

(3-44)

-K = KA + ATK - KB^/”1BTK + ($)

(3-45)

The boundary conditions for the equations are
found from the boundary condition for the minimum error
criterion.

The error functional E is given by equation

(2-86) such that

T
E^x(Z*),%'] =

H^x,&,t] dZ"

(3-46)

and from equation (3-28) the identical relation is
B(x(T'),t'l

L

J

= m ln

e(Z')

(3-4?)

ll(t)

Thus the boundary conditions are determined from the
condition

E["x(T),l]

= 0

(3-48)

or, if equation (3-20) is utilized as the state variable
weighting function,

impulse weighting of the terminal error

implies

e[x(T),t] = [x(T)-x»(l)] T(£)t [x(T)-x»(T)]
,

where

(3-49)
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0 I'T

0

• • e

0

02,T

•••

0
(3-50)

...

>

N,T

From equation (3-37) the boundary conditions of equations
(3-^3)» (3-44) and (3-45) are seen to be

and

k(T) = x*(T)(^yc*(T)

(3-5D

k(T) = ( ^ ^ ( T )

(3-52)

K(T) = $>T

(3-53)

or they are all zero if equation (3-48) holds.

It is easy

to demonstrate that equations (3-43), (3-44) and (3-45)
imply the following relations:

and

k(t) = K(r)£*(*)

(3-54)

k(t) = x»T (t)K('t)x«('t)

(3-55)

and hence only the solution of equation (3-45) is required,
and is here repeated
- k = KA + atk - K B ^ _1BTK + (|)
where

(3-56)

K(T) = (|)T .

Equation (3-56) is termed a matrix Hiccati differ
ential equation.

The solution of these simultaneous

differential equations for greater than a second-order
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dynamic process.

requires rather sophisticated digital

computer programs or analog computer solutions.
invariant dynamic processesg the matrices A and

For timeB

have

constant elements 9 and equation (3-56) is non-linear with
constant coefficients.
Equation (3-32) gives the optimal control vector.
Utilizing equations (3*40) and (3-54) the optimal control
Is expressed as
u(r) =

si*(r)' +

1btk (r)[x* (t )-x (r)]

(3-57)

fhus the optimal controller consists of the nominal control
vector9 plus a feedback element that weights linear per
turbations in the state variables from their nominal values.
*
The term ^ c”^B%(t') is the optimal feedback gain and is seen
,

to be time-varying.

Figure 4 is a schematic of the optimally

■controlled linear dynamic process.
It isiworth noting her© that the solution of K(r)
does not require prior knowledge of the nominal state and
control vectors.

An equation similar tlo equation (3-56)

must be solved when the approximation technique of Pontryagin5s maximum principle is applied to non-linear system
synthesis.

However9 the matrices A(t) and B (t ) are time-

varying functions determined by x®(t ) aqd u*(t) and are
different them the corresponding matrices for equation
(3-56)o

The main advantage of the llnekr optimal feedback

controller then is that, ©nee equation (3-56) is evaluated•

Hgj-

DYNAMIC

u(t)

x(t)

Su(t)
^'”1BTK(t)

L_

OPTIMAL FEEDBACK CONTROLLER

Figure 4
Optimal Feedback Controller

%*(*)

and the gains are determined, this controller holds for
any nominal set of values the dynamic process may undergo.
The question of stability of the control system
often arises.

It can be easily shown that a linear optimal

control system based on the error criterion of equation
(3-28) Is asymptotically stable in the large for certain
feedback conditions.

The system will be considered stable

If %(t) -+» r*(t) as t-^oo.

A new equilibrium vector re

presenting the state variable error Is defined
z(r) = x(t) - x*(t)

(3-58)

Utilizing equations (3-3*0 and (3-57) the newly defined
dynamic process Is
£(r)

= £(t)

- £*(*)

(3-59)
A2*(t) + EU*(t)
= [^A-BY"1BTK(t)j z(t)
The solution of this equation is

(3-60)
or in eigenvalue notation
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where

Q(V) is the diagonal matrix
o

9 1 (t)
o

0<T) *

The elements ^

0

9 p(x)

(3-62)

(T) are found from
= 0

Qtr) - A 4 BV|/“1B%(r)

(3-63)

and for stability all 0&(t) must be less than or equal to
zero as t

oo „

Where the system matrix A oorresponds to

a stable linear dynamic process this condition is auto
matically satisfied9 since K(T) is, determined for a strictly
convex error Criterion,
The Riceati matrix equation (3-56) reaches its

s
steady -state value as t
of constant elements,

oo 5 and E

d, and K(r) is a matrix

When K = 0 the determinant of equation

(3-63) can be rewritten.
9 4-1f ^

4 !CSATK

0- * as !t’
—p- oo

(3—64)

Bausg if the system matrix A corresponds to an unstable
system without feedbackD stability can be regained by
proper selection of the matrix (j) ,

Dud to "the dependence

of K on (£) and A 9 this selection is not obyious a
It is possible for unstable control systems to
result if the terminal control time T is too short,

.56
Asymptotic stability Is only guaranteed<where control
effort is applied until all Q ^(t) beeoriie and remain
!

negative seml^definlte e

For tills reason the terminal time

T should foe chosen long enough that the ‘feedback gains of
i
A
equation (3-56) have begun to settle at their steady state
values „

If T is sufficiently long, that the "gains approximate
i
their steady .state values during most ofj the control Interval9
'

the steady estate solution of equation (3-56) is sufficient*
In this case the feedback gains are constant with respect to
time which is desirableQ
Synthesis of Non-Linear O.uas1-Op tImal Control Systems
If either the dynamic process is non-linear or the
performance criterion is non-quadratic the proceeding
development does not hold*

Closed-form expressions for the

optimum control equation in non-linear problems cannot foe
analytically determined except for some simple examples,
Thereforeg approximation techniques must foe used*

In this

section the control system is assumed to operate in a small
region about the nominal state and control vectors x»(t )
and &*(t)o

This immediately sets the requirement that these

vectors must foe known beforehand to design the quasl-optimal
feedback controller*
The synthesis problem is then to find a suitable
approximation of the optimal control vector
(3-65)

in tfcrms of the measurable state vector x(t)•

Two methods

of obtaining the approximation are currently used.

The most

obvious is a Taylor expansion of the optimal control vector
about x*(t) confining the system to operate in a suitably
small region.

This is represented by

(3-6 6 )

where
1 1 1

111

2fi

dx2

3 p2

2)P2
(3-67)

a

dPM
dx^L

dp
5 Xo

dx N

Another method is the use of a similar approximation for the
minimum error function, E^x(t),tj , instead of the optimum
control equation.
These two methods are developed here using the
maximum principle approach for the first and the dynamic
programming principle for the latter.

Later it will be

shown that it is not easy to decide which quasi-optimal
control yields the better controller unless each has been
evaluated separately.
First, the maximum principle approach is considered.
The dynamic process is represented by the set of non-linear
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first-order differential equations
x(t) = f [x(t),u(t),tj

(3-68)

It Is desired that the system operate in a small region
about the nominal trajectories and the perturbations are
.

*

represented
8u(t) = u(t) - u*(t) and

8x(t) = x(t) - x*(t)
(3-64)

The resulting piecewise linear differential equations
describing perturbations from the nominal variables are
time-varying of the form
§x(t) = 3 l[x»(t)tu»(t),t] 8x(t)
3 x*(t)
(3-70)
+ b f[x»(t)>u»(t)>t] gu(t)
b u*(t)
or

g x(t) = A(t) gx(t) + B(t)8 u(t)

(3-71)

where A(t) is the system matrix and B(t) is the input
matrix.

Both are now direct functions of x*(t) and u*(t )•
The quadratic performance index is written
e(t) = i

{Sx^gx

+

S u T \J/gujdr

(3-72)

and the system is now subject to the constraints of equa
tion (3-70).

The Hamiltonian function then is
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#

The necessary conditions of chapter 2 are applied to find
the optimal control equation for g u, and the adjoint
variables

A(t).

These equations are
j

*

d H ' = ^ S u + BT A = 0
asm

(3-74)

3 h ' = (f) §x +
dS2.

(3-75)

at

A

= - A.

The optimal control equation becomes
gu = - ^ • 1b t A

(3-76)

The adjoint variables are assumed to have the form
A(t) = K(t) 6x(t)

(3-77)

where K(t) is a matrix of time-varying elements and can be
found from equation (3-75)
K(t)

S x(t) - K S x(t) = (^) 8x + ATK S x

(3-78)

The optimal control equation (3-76) is now written
8m = - Vi,-1BTK Sx

(3-79)

Equation (3-71) describing the dynamic process becomes
Si = [a - b ^ “1btk1 Sx

(3-8 0 )

Substituting equation (3-S0 ) into (3-78)
-[k +

KA - K B ^ - 1BTk ] Sx = [(jb+ ATk ] S

x

(3-81)
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Since

is arbitrary the above equation is rewritten
- K = KA + ATK - KB'J/_1BTK +(J)

(3-82)

This is seen to be the Riocatl matrix equation (3-56)
of the previous section,

TSie difference, however, is that

the matrices A(t) and B(t) are here explicit functions of
the nominal vectors x*(t) and tP(t).

The optimal feedback

control of equation (3-79) demonstrates that the feedback
gain, -V]y-lBTK, is now a function of the nominal variables
also.

Figure 4 of the previous section is the schematic

for the controlled dynamic process of this approximate
method.
From the transversallty condition at the terminal
time, _A.(T) = 0, and since 8 x(T) is arbitrary the boundary
condition for equation (3-82) is K(T) = 0, orK(T) = (£) rp
if Impulse weighting of the terminal errors is required.
The second method of quasi-optimal control is
developed using the dynamic programming format.

The

dynamic programming equation for a minimization for the
non-linear problem is
3E[x,t]

+ mln
fHfx.u.t]
u(t)£U^ L

+ •f1’aEfx.t] \ = 0
~Tx
j

(3-83)

where the Hamiltonian is defined
H* = Hrx,u,rl

+ fT

(3-84)
dX

The minimum value of the Hamiltonian is represented
H ’* = mln
/H'Tx.n.tlX ,
u (t ) e u 1
L
Jj

(3-85)

and equation (3-83) is written as I

3E[x,t] + H'*rx,rl
ar

L

'

= 0

(3-86)

J

The approximation procedure is now applied to
equation (3-86) by making a Taylor series expansion of
both the minimum error function and the Hamiltonian function
about x*(t),

The results of this approximation procedure

are presented here without the complete derivations (7).
An arbitrary p^-degree expansion of the minimum
error function is

(3-87)

+ |

•**

knl-*-npXnl“ *XnP

The minimum p^h-degree Hamiltonian is represented
^[x.r]

= mln) e u |H[x,u,t ]

+ fT [x,u,t]

=0

(3-88)
The approximate form of equation (3-86) then is
dEp[x,t]
St

+

|(p+1 )st-degree terms In

§x | = 0
J

(3-89)
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The power series expansion of

"i* - "8 * „,4

can be written

»2
4

S-a-n.X
(3-90)

* ••• * nf.i •••,5,1

where the H* functions are
if dJH'*
"F
dx

••n j

nj

E
n
4,4=1
"j+r"

^j+1

a%ni...a%nj+i

N

N

x=x*
(3-91)
The function

Is computed when j = 0 In equation (3-91).

Substituting equations (3-90) and (3-8?) Into
equation (3-89.)• the result, when the common coefficients
of x are collected, Is
N
% +

• 2 n5l

Xn^ + •••
(3-92)

N
+ i

E

N
...

p n^=l

E

n =1

^ . . . n p + | HS 1...np

%!•••% = °

Finally, equation (3-92) Is valid for all x when
k = - H5

(3-93)
4

i
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kni = 1

and

0-94)

* - f

'(3-95)

J = 2.3.......

The boundary conditions on the above equation are
Ep [£(T),T] = [x(T)-x«(T)j T(J)T [x(T)-x*(T)j

(3-96)

tVhen the operations of this method are carried out,
equations (3-93)» (3-94) and (3-95) are generally non-linear,
containing t^me-varying functions of x*(r) and u*(r)•
Except for the computational difficulties of solving
the k parameters, this method is a very flexible synthesis
technique for quasi-optimal non-linear control.

Where

non-quadratic performance criteria are used, this technique
is superior to that of the maximum principle.

i

Chapter k

[

PIHST«OH0ER raCLBAB BEACTGB. SYNTHESIS
Introdmetlon
In this chapter several first-order reactor dynamic
processes are considered9 to introduce and demonstrate the
application of optimal feedback control0

The considerations

of the previous chapter are applied to three separate firsts
order mathematical reactor models«

Both linear and non-linear

synthesis of these models are evaluateda

The problem is to

determine the mathematical form of the compensating control
reactivity which minimizes the integrated errors of reactor
power and control reaetivityo
The- nominal power for all eases is chosen to be a
constant steady.-state value of n# (t) = n0<, This is necessary
because usually first-order models do not adequately re
present reactor dynamics during transient operation^.

The

majority of the work is based on an infinite control interval9
I*e0 T =

cd

o

Saturation constraints are also considered6

For each model a comparison is made between the
control reactivity determined by linear synthesis9 exact
non-linear synthesis; and the quasl-optlmal methods of
non-linear synthesis discussed in the previous chapter=

Linear Prompt Neutron Reactor Synthesis
The model chosen here to represent the nuclear
reactor dynamic process neglects delayed neutrons and any
intrinsic reactivity feedbacks•

It is mathematically

described by
n(t) =

X>(t)n(t)

(4-1)

£
where n(t) is the state variable, reactor power level,
/O(t) is the control reactivity, and I is a characteristic
neutron generation time of the system.

If /O(t) were a

function of n(t), equation (4-1) would be non-linear.
The technique of Kliger is used here to obtain a linear
system.

The pseudo-control variable is
u(t) = /Q(t)n(t)
£

(4-2)

such that equation (4-1) now becomes
n(t) = u(t)

(4-3)

The desired quadratic error index for this example is
e(t) = [n(T)-no] 20 T +J^

^ 0 | n ( r ) - n oJ 2

-f

U(r)

In equation (4-4) the control weighting factor,
to be unity.

(4-4)

2J d T

is chosen

Also, the control error is merely u(t) since,

when n(T) = nQ , the steady state value, the control reactiv
ity is, ^(t) = 0, and thus u * (r) = 0.

Equation (4-4)

minimizes errors in the control,

/o(t)n(t)/£, and is

related indirectly to minimizing errors in /)(t) only.

In

the non-linear examples of this chapter the term u(r)

in

equation (4-4) is replaced by ^(T)2 .
The necessary condition for a minimum, in the
dynamic programming format, is given by equation (3-39)•
For this problem it is written
3E = - min^

^

^n(t)-n0J 2 +

u(r) 2 + u ( r ) _ ^ j

(4-5)

The control which satisfies this equation is determined by
setting the partial derivative with respect to u(T) equal to
zero and solving for it.

The result is

u(T) = - 1
2

(4-6)
2>n(t)

and equation (4-5) becomes,
+
dr

5zS[n(T)-n
L

1 2 - 1 3B 2 = 0
? dn

(4-7)

As demonstrated in chapter 3* the solution of this equation is
E^n,rj

= k - 2k1n + k ^ n 2

(4-8)

Equating coefficients of the powers of n to zero after
substituting this solution into equation (4-7), the following
equations result;
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(4-9)

* = *1 - <*>no2

(4-10)

= - £ no + klkll
and

kn = kn 2 - 0

As mentioned in chapter 3» only equation (4-11) need be
evaluated, since

= k^^n0 , and the boundary condition due

to impulse weighting at T = T is
(4-12)
The solution of equation (4-11) is

V^[tanh[V0(T-r) + tanh-1^ T jj

The resulting feedback control then is
u(t) = V 0 tanh

X) + tanh"1

^nQ-n(r)1

m

(4-14)

1

Thus the optimal feedback control is a time-varying gain
times the linear deviation of the power from the nominal
steady state n0 «

This is qualitatively as expected, for

when n=>nQ negative control is applied to return the power
to steady state, and for n<cn^ positive control is applied.
Impulse weighting is seen to have the effect of increasing
the control period.

This effective control period is written
= T +

1
V0"

tanh-1

0T

(4-15)
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The selection of <f> Is determined by the method
outlined in the previous chapter.

With

1, the weighting

factor is determined from the equation
9^

= [§uma1 2

(4-16)

[SnMAj *
Suppose, for example, that the maximum allowable deviation
in power is the fraction P of the steady state value nQ
and that the maximum available control is limited by a
period constraint on the reactor.

The period constraint for

this model is written
o)m = (n/n)m x = ( p(t)/£ )max

(4-17)

and the maximum available control becomes
umax = comnmax

(^-18)

Using the considerations that
§nM

= P n0

.

(4-19)

an(^ nmax allowable = (1+P)n0

(4-20)

the weighting factor is found to be

(£ = l W
2 = V
T p H^-2

where

[1±£]2
L P J

= ^m2

(4-21)

is a weighted maximum allowable inverse period.
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A plot of the feedback gain, represented by equation
(4-13), as a function of t/T, for several values of 0T, Is
presented In figure 5«
^Tmax = V 0 * = u>m*

The maximum value of

Where

constant for all time.

Is

, the gain kn

For

the gain

Is a

Is seen to

be a function of 60^ T, which Is approximately equal to the
number of relaxation times for which control effort Is
applied.

The terminal value of the gain Is seen to be a

direct function of the factor
The optimal reactor power response Is given by
equations (4-22) and (4-23) for the cases where
0rp <=

and 0 ^ =

respectively

n(r) = nD + [n(0)-no] oosh[ u ^ T - r ) + tanh”1 0 T / w ^ ]
cosb^w^i' + tanh-i 0 T / w ^ J

(4-22)

and

(4-23)

n(r) = n^ + [n(0)-nQj e ” ^m^-

where n(0) Is the Initial perturbation at t = 0.

Substituting

these relations Into the optimal control equation (4-14), the
control Is represented as an explicit function of time.
For

u(r)

= <

(T" T) + tanh~1
oosh^u)^ T + tanh-i

W J rn (0 )-nJ
*-I

(4-24)

:

or for

<pT=
u(r) = '•fc

1 w'r
[n(0)-noj e~ m
«i.

< •
I
I

(4-25)

Figure 5

Optimal Feedback Gains for a Prompt-Reactor Model

^
o
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The corresponding optimal reactivities for the two
oases are
p(T) = - / o;i[n(0)-noJ slnh

+ tanh"1
m

n0 cosh

cj^ t

+ tanh"1
(4-26)

OJm J
n(0)-nrtlcosh W^(T-r) + tanh"1 <pT

-1

CO*

or for c^m = co
m

p(r) =

(4-2?)

cJmr
no e

+

1

[n ^ ) - n0 ]
All of these equations correspond to the problem
where the terminal state Is not specified (the free-polnt
termlnal-boundary-value problem).

In the case where the

terminal power level Is fixed at n(T) » n0 this constraint
may be Incorporated Into the Hamiltonian by the use of a
Lagrange multiplier.

The Hamiltonian Is written

H = 0 F n ( r ) - n J 2 + u(r)2 + Au(s) + u(t)
L

3e = 0
bn
(4-29)

The optimal control equation becomes
2u (T) + A + 3 E

= 0

dn !

(4-30)
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The solution Is assumed to have the form
E = k - 2k1n + k^^n2

r

(4-31)

^«

It Is necessary to solve:
- k = <Pno^ *■ jL ^

- ki = 0 n0 -

- k^^ =

A k-^ — k^^

A k u - k^k^i

(f) - k^^2

(4—32)

(4-33)

(4-34)

with the boundary conditions
k(T) « k1 (T) = k11(T) = 0

(4-35)

Here Impulse weighting Is not required, due to the fact
that the terminal error Is constrained to be zero In the
Hamiltonian.

Only k^ and k ^ are required to find the

optimal control.

The solutions are

k11(r) = -\T$ tanh[V^" (T-t) ]
kx (r) = ^ 0 ™ nQ tanh[V0 "(T-r)j +

_A_

•

(4-36)

((l-sech^V^ (T-r) .
(4-37)

The value of the Lagrange multiplier Is found by
combining equations (4-30), (4-36) and (4-37) with the
boundary condition that n(T) = nQ .

The result Is
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(4-38)
'li
From equation (4-30) the value of the optimal control for
a fixed-polnt boundary condition is then
u(r) =

coth^V^"

(T-r)J

j^n0-n(r) J

(4-39)

or in terms of the period limitation
u(r) = 00^ coth [oJ^(t- r) ] [n0-n(l:)j

(4-40)

The power level response as a function of time is given
by the relation
„

n(r) = n0 + [n(0)-no] slnh [uj ^ (T-r)]
slnh [

(Wn)

(T-i]

and the optimal control reactivity is
f>(T) = -

2h [ w ^ ( T - t ) ] ____________
n0slnh w ^ T + [n(0)-nQ] slnh [a) ^(T-r)J

[ n ( 0 )-no ]

C

Q

(4 , 4 2 )

Figure 6 compares the optimal power level response
of equations (4-22),((4-23), and (4-41.) for the fixed-polnt
and free-polnt termlnal-boundary conditions.

Figure 7

compares the optimal reactivities corresponding to each of
these responses.
If the control interval is allowed to approach
infinity the solution of the feedback gains are obtained
from their steady state solutions.

Only the free-polnt
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n(e)

Free-pointy,

Flxed-polnt

0

0.2

0.6

0.4

0.8

1.0

t/T
Figure 6
Comparison of Power Responses for Different
Feedback Criteria
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Figure ?
Compensating Reactivity for Different
Feedback Criteria

1.0

condition;is 0onsideredo

This is seen to be identical with

the free-point ease where ^ T =

as expected*

Equations

(4— 23) and (4— 2?) correspond to the optimal power level
response and the feedback reactivity in this situation0
The dashed extensions to the curves ©f figures 6 fend.'?
represent ...these conditions*

„ .

, *.

,

Thus far the question of saturation has not been
considered^

In other.words 9.under,certain conditions the

maximum inverse period could be exceeded with the feedback
control systems already determined*

In first-order examples

the treatment of saturation is not difficult for the
infinite Interval solution*

In this case* as pointed out

In chapter 2* the minimum Hamiltonian is a constant*

The -

optimal control is the,control.which.remains in the' admissable control space and maintains a constant Hamiltonian*
The result for this case is
~ ^max

, *
n(t)

=> (1+P)n0

(l«P)n_< n(t) < (1+P)n.
n(r)

<

(l-p)n0

■(4— 4-3)

The corresponding optimal reactivity is
' - (l+P)n0/n(r)
*

|

n(T)

r

> i

(3>P)n0

(1+P) | %o ~
1 t
ll±2l
p"^ r & r - 1 -?
?
_ w m

(d*P)nn < n(r) E (1+P)n«

(1+P)n0

h(t) < (1-P)n0

°

0

(4-4-4')

Figure 8 is a plot of the optimal reactivity for a maximum
allowable perturbation in power of l50#» i.e. P = 0.5* as
a function of n(T)/n@.
In this rather highly oversimplified example of a
nuclear reactor model a great deal of insight to the problem
of optimal feedback control synthesis has been gained.

It

is not difficult to see that the extension to hlgher-order
examples, or even first-order non-linear problems, could be
a cumbersome task.

Most of the design considerations have

been demonstrated in this example.
Non-Linear Prompt Neutron Reactor Synthesis
The previous example will now be used to demonstrate
the techniques of quasl-optlmal control for non-linear
dynamic processes.

In this case, however, reactivity is

considered as the control variable.

The reactor model,

here repeated, is
n(t) =

^(t)n(t)
£

(4-45)

The quadratic performance index is chosen to be
rT
e(r) - 0 T[n(T)-no^ 2 +

a

f [ n ( r ) - n 0l 2 +

p(z)2JdT

(4-46)

Note that reactivity errors are weighted directly here.
In this, and all first-order examples to follow,
the problem will be confined to an infinite control interval
where T = oo .

This is not necessary for non-linear control,
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2 .0 '
60 =

60

n(t)

2.0

—

1.0

Figure 8
Optimal Control Reactivity with Minimum
Period Constraint
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but when a reactor Is operating In the steady state. It Is
usually desirable to do so for extended lengths of time.
In such cases the control Interval Is much much larger than
the characteristic time constants of the system.
For this example then, the exact non-linear optimal
control Is solvable using the results presented In equations
(2-32) through (2-36).
(r) =

H^n.pjdt

The error criterion becomes

=J^

|^0 n(t)-n0j2 +

p(t)2 d r

(4-4?)

From equation (2-36) the optimal value of the time derivative
of the reactor power Is
n*(r) = H
- C = /Q*(t)n*(T)
dH/dn
£

(4-48)

When the control Interval Is Infinite, the terminal value
of the power
/O (t ) =

0.

level Is

equalto

Thus the

seen from equation (4-4?).
n(r) =

where

H

constant

the nominalvalue,nQ , and
ofintegrationCvanishes as

The derivative at any time Is then
H
aH/ a n

= <^> fn-n0"]^ + n^£^
L
J

using the definition of ^o(r) in equation (4-47).

(4-49)

(4-50)
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Taking the partial derivative and solving for n(r)
n(T)

n(r)[n( ' r ) - n o ]^/ 0 ~

= t

(4-5D

2
The exact optimal reactivity for the Infinite Interval control
then Is
(4-52)
In this special case, the optimal feedback reactivity Is
a linear function of the deviation of the power from the
nominal value.
This is a very simple control to synthesize, but
in order to demonstrate quasi-optimal techniques, the
methods of Pontryagin and Bellman are applied and equation
(4-52) is used as a basis for comparison.

First, Pontryagin*s

maximum principle Is considered.
The perturbed state and control variables for this
case are
S p(r) =

(O(t)

and

Sn(r) = n(t) - nQ

(4-53)

The linearized differential equation that describes small
perturbations about the nominal values of n = n0 and p = 0, is
(4-54)

Sn = nQ Sp

and the constrained Hamiltonian is
Hc = ^ S n 2 +

bp2 + A nQ §(3

7

(4-55)
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The necessary conditions for a minimum are
3 He

= 0 = 2 So

3SP
and

Now

+ An
-£*

'd He = - A = 2<£ 8 n
dhn

(4-56)

(4-57)

A(r) is assumed to be of the form
(4-58)

Xtr) = k(T)n(T)
and k(t) Is found from the relation

- k(r) = - 2 0 + k(r)2n02

(4-59)

~TT^~
The steady state solution is required for the infinite
interval problem and thus
k(r) = +

2fV0
no

(4-60)

Combining equations (4-56), (4-58) and (4-60) the quasioptimal reactivity of the maximum principle is

Sp(r) =

p(r) =

|n0-n(T)J

(4-6l)

This is seen to be identical with the exact optimal
control of equation (4-52).

This is as expected, since the

maximum principle yields a quasi-optimal control which is
truncated at the first-power of <5n(t) and equation (4-52)
is linear in <5n(T).

.
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>

Since either the exact or the maximum principle
give identical synthesis controllers, it would be unnecessary
to consider a quasl-optimal control based on dynamic program
ming.

However, in this example additional results are found

using dynamic programming.

Also, in order to demonstrate

the technique, this controller is evaluated for any arbitrary
pkh-degree expansion of the minimum error function.

Equations

(3-95) through (3-103) gives the required format of this
technique.
The P^h-degree expansion of the minimum error function
is
Ep = k0 - 2k1n + k2n^ +

(4-62)

.. + 2, k_nP
P

The pth-degree Hamiltonian is
=

p
(^
[n(r)-n0j 2 + p(T)2 +

^(r)n(r)

dEp

(4-63)

3 n
The control which minimizes (4-63) is
Pp(^) = - i n m .

3Ep

(4-64)

Thus minimum Hamiltonian Is
% * = ^ [n(T)-n0] 2 -

3 Ep
3n

(4-65)

(4-66)
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For the infinite interval problem the kj functions
are all equal to zero and thus

are all zero also.

The

H* functions are defined by equation (3-99)•
For a first-degree expansion of p = 1
(4-6?)

E! = ko - 2kln

(4-68)

Pi = kin
(n-nQ )2 - n2^ 2

and

(4-69)

It is not necessary to find the H* function, because the
feedback control does not depend on it.

The value of k^

is found from
= 0 =

L

dn

J

2 <^(n-n0 ) - 2nki2
n=n0

Thus k1 = 0 and

_

= 0 for all time.

For the second-degree expansion

and

E2 = k0 - 2k1n + k2n2

(4-?l)

f>2 =

(4-72)

- k2n2

= & (n-nQ )2 - n2 ^k12-2k1k2n-H- k22n2 j

(4-73)

The equations necessary to evaluate the gains k^ and k^ are
- g}<p n0 + 3k1k2n02 4- 4k22n03 = 0

(4-74)
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and

~ £ 2 <p + k j 2 - 6 k 1k 2n0 4

(4-75)

6 k 22n 0 2 = 0

From the above equations it is seen that
(4-?6)

k l * k 2n O

and the solution is
k1 = / V 0 "

(4-77)

and k2 = £"V0/n

The quasi-optimal control then is
n -n.2
n.

^ 2 (r)

(4-78)

It can readily be shown that the general expression
for the reactivity for the p^-degree expansion is
1 - n(tr) n0

/°p(r) = no V 0

The weighting factor 0
0

=

1 - n(r) IP"
no j

(4-79)

is determined to be

P max

(4-80)

r5—
Here a maximum reactivity is assumed to be the constraint
rather than a period constraint, because the error criterion
directly weights reactivity.
Z°D (r)

Equation (4-79) is now written

1 - n(%) - [1 - n M

no

no

)Pl

.

(4-81)
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A comparison of the quasi-optimal reactivity of
equation (4=81) for several degree expansions with the
exact optimal -reactivity (also the maximum principle) is
indicated in figure 9=

These curves indicate the regions

of validity of the quasi-optimum controlo

For odd-degree

i

expansions, equation (4=81) is not valid for perturbations
greater than twice the nominal value, beeuase positive
reactivity results0

For even-degree expansions the approx

imate control deviates far from the optimal for deviations
greater\ than 2n0 , and become very large negative«

The

range of validity is restricted to
*

;

0 < n(r) <

2nQ

1

(4=82)

The equal signs are not included9 beeuase: for these values
unstable transitions occur, at least for odd-degree expansions»
In the range of validity, convergence to the optimal is
achieved for each successive expansion*,

,

Whereas this example Illustrates that an unstable
control is achieved from the dynamic programming approach,
the other non-linear examples in this chapter show that the
quasi-optimal control of dynamic programming’Is not only
stable, but superior with respect.to accuracy0

Not only

Is the dynamic programming example undesirable with regard
to accuracy, but the complexity of the feedback controller
is greater than for the maximum principle*

Figure 10

illustrates the controllers for equation (4=6l) and (4-78 )<,
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Exact Non-Linear
Maximum Principle

—

1,0

Figure 9
Quasl-Optimal Control vs Exact Non-Linear Optimal
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(a) Optimal Feedback Controller
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(b) ^uasi-Optlmal Feedback Controller
Flfmre 10
Feedback Controllers for Non-Linear Reactor Model

Linear Delayed Neutron Reactor Synthesis
The reactor dynamic process chosen here Includes
an Intrinsic negative feedback mechanism representative
of the delayed neutron effect•

Steady state operation Is

assumed, and the pseudo-control variable, u = pn/l , Is
used.

This model Is represented
(4-83)

The error criterion chosen Is
e(t) =

f" jc£ [n(t )-nJ 2 + u(r)2ldT

(4-84)

The necessary condition for a minimum control Is written
3 E + mln
[n(t)-nnl 2 + u(b)2 + u(t) + /£fn -n(t )1 3 E 1 = 0
u(t)l^L
L
^ L
Jj a n j

~5T

(4-85)

The optimal control Is determined from equation (4-85) to be

u(r) = - i 2JS

(4-86)

and the solution, as before, Is
(4-8?)
Hie gain k2 (T) satisfies
(4-88)

The steady state solution Is sufficient and thus k.ft) = 0

The result Is
k2 = - f

(4-89)

+V ( f f +

and the optimal feedback control, from equations (4-86),
(4-8?) and (4-89), is
u(r) = -

Here again,

2 +0

[n0-n (r)]

(4-90)

is determined from the period constraint and

the maximum allowable deviation in power, nmax = (1+P)n0 ,

0

2
= u max

(4-91)

( n0)^

For this case umax is written

Umax = In]

"max - ^.("o'^m ax)

lnl"

1

(4-92)

= n0 [(l+P)com + P/3 1
"T
The amount of control reactivity to maintain n = 0 for an
impulse in power of (1+P)n0 is roughly /°IIiax = P/S .

Thus

<^B = /-’max "

Substituting equations (4-92) and (4-93) into equation
(4-91) the weighting factor is written

('+-93)
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The optimal feedback control for equation (4-90) Is then
written

u(r)

max
^ P

V 5+2P+P2

- 1

|^n0-n(r)]

(4-95)

A new variable, corresponding to a weighted Inverse period,
Is Introduced by
u(r) =

n0-n {x)j

(4-96)

The optimal feedback reactivity Is
no - 1
nTrT

(4-97)

Equation (4-97) Is seen to be very similar to the reactivity
for a prompt neutron model of equation (4-44) If £ Is
equivalent In both models.

With delayed neutrons the

feedback reactivity differs by a factor here defined as
n(P)•

Equation (4-97) Is rewritten
p(T) =

where

UQ ( P )

nO
- 1
■nFcT

fZ(p) = w ” - (p + 1 )

(4-98)

(4-99)

.VS+S P + P 2 " 1

Figure 11 Is a plot of ^ ( P ) versus P and shows that It
never deviates by more than 20 per cent from unity.

This

Indicates that the linear optimal control for prompt neutrons
only, very nearly represents the optimal control when delayed
neutrons are considered regardless of the value of /3 •

The
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Figure 11
Ratio of Inverse Periods vs Allowable Power Deviation
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only variables that need foe specified are the minimum reactor
period and the maximum allowable 'deviation in power®
An important result here Is that the measurement of
.reactor power »is the only state required9 eliminating the need
to calculate precursor densities®

Such a feedback controller

appears ideal for steady state operation of power reactors
where internal noise and small external fluctuating loads
occurd

Boiling' water$ pressurized m a t e r 9 or even SNAP reactors

are examples of this ease®
■

!

'

Non-Linear Delayed Neutron Reactor Synthesis
Here, again, the model represents the effect of
delayed neutrons, but the error index weights errors'in
reactivity separately, rather thanfthe ""control p n / £ ®

This

is the non-linear synthesis problem requiring the quasi-optimal
techniques already demonstrated®
n(T) =

/>(t)n(t) 4 /^jnQ-xUr)?

^
.■■■■

.

■

■

The dynamic process is written

,

/ L
■

:

:

:

:

(4*100):

-

'

■

•

-

•

In this section It is demonstrated"that dynamic
j
programming quasi-optimal control of 2^-degree is superior
to the maximum principle®

It Is also demonstrated that a

areL.degree Taylor expansion of the exact optimal control
equation (the maximum principle is a ist=aegree expansion)
yields a region o f ■unstable control $ 'whereas no limitations
result from dynamic programming® .
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The error criterion for this study is
00

(t) = J

(4-101)

dZ

|^n(r)-n0

In the infinite interval problem the exact optimal control,
using the results presented in chapter 2, is given by
P(T) =

(4-102)

+ 1

1 - n

iifrT

The weighting fadtor <p is determined from the reactivity
constraint.

If P is the maximum allowable fractional

deviation in power, then P/9 is roughly the maximum compen
sating reactivity required to maintain n = 0.

0=

X3"
lnoj

Thus
(4-103)

and the optimal reactivity is

pit)

= /3 1 - no
nTrT

1 - /l + six)

(4-104)

The maximum principle quasi-optimal control, and a
2nd.degree Taylor expansion of the optimal control equation,
are directly obtainable from equation (4-104).

Ihe maximum

principle quasi-optimal control equation is

1 - sill
n
and the 2nd--degree expansion gives

(4-105)
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A,(r)

(4-106)

(2V2-3) + (5-3V2) n(r) + (V2-2 ) n(r)
n#
tv

The dynamic programming approach of approximating
the minimum error function has been carried out for three
separate expansions, namely; P = 1, 2, and 3*

The results of

these expansions for the infinite interval problem are present
ed here without the associated mathematical details.

The

three resulting quasl-optimal reactivities are
(4-10?)

/^ = 0

A>(?) = /3 [V2 - ll r n i l l - n m
L

and

J

n_

(4-108)

nT^

/°3^) = /Sr(2=V2) Sid. + (3-2/2) niq;
(4-109)
" I N 2 1 -) #

Figure 12 is a plot of equations (4-104), (4-105)»
(4-106), and (4-108).

Here, the comparisons are indicated

between quasl-optimal control and the exact non-linear control.
Several features are demonstrated in this figure.

In the

region where n/n0 is less than unity, the maximum principle
control deviates significantly from the exact optimal, but
the 2nc*-degree dynamic programming control is very nearly
identical.

Furthermore, a control based on a 2n<*-degree

expansion of the exact optimal renders an unstable system
for n/n0 less than (1 - 1/72).

The higher-degree dynamic

programming controls converge rapidly to the optimal.
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Figure 12
Comparison of Control Laws for a Non-Linear
Reactor with Delayed Neutrons

Biereforeg in this example dynamie programming
yields'a more nearly ao©mrat© quasl-optlmal eontrolo

The

maximum prlneipl© does not produce an -unstable control system
howeverg and is less complex to synthesize*

In this ease

'.alsothe exact optimal control .given..by equation (4-104)
would be very complex to synthesize In contrast to the exact
mon-llnear'-control law for the prompt neutron model*
Thus9 in selecting the appropriate quasi-optlmal
Controller9 the' choice remains.between control system
complexity and desired system performance*

From the two

n©n«=linear examples presented9 It is evident that each
Control problem is unique and generalizations are not easily
.made*

It can be, said9 howevere that no state=»detenained,

quasi-optlmal controller is.less complex than one obtained
from the maximum principle.
Another Mon-Linear Reactor Model

, ■

.Finally,, a first-order dynamic model is considered
which Is non-linear and Includes an additional intrinsic ■
feedback reactivity*

The purpose here is to demonstrate

that the optimal Cor quasi-optlmal) compensating feedback
.
•
- ■
'
■ f
reactivity is capable of maintaining a steady state operating
!
reactor even when the Intrinsic reactivity may be positive*
■

,

The non-linear model chosen incorporates a power
coefficient of reactivity into the model of the last section*
>:;
:...
** * ■ 1
The model is
. , !

where OC (n-n0 ) Is the reactivity due to a perturbation in
power.

The control variable Is yc .

In order to compare the

optimal control of this model with that of the previous
section the same quadratic error criterion is chosen, and
here repeated

The exact non-linear optimal control which satisfies the
above error criterion is determined to be

(4-112)

Equation (4-112) reduces to the optimal control given by
equation (4-104) of the previous section when ^ ^ o = 0,
as expected.

Figure 13 is a plot of the ratio

p//3

equation (4-112) for several values of ocn0//3 , both
tive and negative, as a function of n/nQ .
positive feedback (cxn0//3

from
posi

As expected, for

greater than zero), relatively

more compensating control effort is required than for
negative feedback.
For negative feedback the system is more stable than
the model where no feedback occurs and is of little importance
here.

For positive feedback, however, the problem is more

interesting.

The quas1-optimal controls for dynamic
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0.25

an,
0.73

afn

i/3

OCn

/3

Figure 13
Exact Control for Different Power Coefficients
of Reactivity
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programming using a second-order expansion, for the maximum
principle, and for a second-order expansion of equation
(4-112) about n ■ nQ are given In equations (4-113) through
(4-115) respectively.

A comparison of these equations with

the exact optimal for oCnQ =/S Is Illustrated in figure 14.

and

/°DP = /3[S

-

/JMP " zs[s

-

1

+Vg2

/3[s -

i

+Vs2

/°2 “
e .

Vs?
where

i

+Vs2

- 23 + 2

- ni>

(4-113)

- 23 + 2

1 • 2_
no J

(4-114)

- 23 + 2

1 - EL
*o

el

n*

A
2
1 - Q_
“o |
-23 + 2 i

(4-115)

(4-116)

S =% c(n
z3

It is seen that the second-degree dynamic programming
equation agrees well with the exact solution while equations
(4-114) and (4-115) deviate quite far.

The second-degree

expansion of the exact optimal, given by equation (4-115), is
seen to yield an unstable system for n less than n0/2.
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Chapter 5
HIGH1R«ORDER NUCLEAR REACTOR SYNTHESIS
Introduetlen

'

lie a p p l i m t i m ©f both linear optimals and n©n=
.linear quasl«®ptlaial9 feedback control synthesis for three
higher than first-order nuclear reactor dynamic processes
is 'Studied in this chapter»

Each ©f these problems9 when

extensively evaluatedg would comprise a large study®

However9

each problem is concerned with a different aspect of reactor
controls and many facets of the control problem are demon
strated In the combined studies„
A linear reactor models described by prompt-neutron
multiplication together with delayed neutron feedback (with
no other intrinsic reactivity feedback);9 Is first considered®
Optimal feedback gains are determined fbr the infinitei

Interval control problem®

A one group model is used to show

approximately how sensitive the equations required for a six
group model are to changes In reactor lifetime®
Nexts a synthesis of a nuclear reactor power transfer
from 10 kilowatts to

50

kilowatts for a* non-linear reactor

process with Intrinsic feedback reactivity proportional to
p@wer9 is evaluated®

A slightly different jcontrol variable 9

namely rat© of control reactivitys’is chosen® This Is the
I
first example where a finite control Interval is used® The
100

101

-

■

nomim.1 trajectories f©r 'both state"and control variables
are ©hosen to minimize the control energy during the transfer®
'
. '
;
I "
Finally9 start-up of a nuclear rdeket engine is
syntehsized®

Several different aspects ©f a control prob

lem are. introduced in this example<, A binary oontrol system
is needed for rocket engine syntheslSo . In,addition to a
reactivity control mechanism, the flow rate of liquid
hydrogen propellant is also a control variable®

%he nominal

control trajectories have discontinuities at three different
switching times®

The resulting quasi-optimal time-varying

feedback gains are also discontinuous„

•

Analog and digital

computer synthesis is demonstrated for this problem®
■ These studies are by no means complete ®

However$

they d© effectively Indicate some of the considerations
required for higher-order synthesis®

These are fairly

realistic problems 9 although they are considerably simpli
fied for this work®

For example9 in most situations measure

ment errors and large fluctuating loads may be incurred®
Stochastic

optimal control theory would be needed for an

adequate evaluation (4)®

Generally the polnt-reactor-klnetlcs

model is to© simple to represent the overall reactdr perform
ance during' dynamic operation®' Kliger.(6) has studied the
optimal space-time-dependent reactor synthesis problem and
the optimization, methods presented in this work apply straight
forwardly to this case®

In some cases the transient response

of the system may be more important $> from a performance

102
standpoint, than the accumulated errors.

Frequenoy-domaln

control synthesis can easily be incorporated in such instances.
The ultimate usefulness of optimal control theory
will be decided on the basis of how easily the synthesis
problem can be evaluated,

In hlgher-order non-linear

problems many special techniques must be utilized in the
construction of the controller.

For example, special

digital or analog computer programs are required for the
solution of the gain equations.
techniques may be required.

A great many approximation

However, most of these limita

tions are surmountable and generally a satisfactory quasloptlmal control system results.

Fortunately, a large amount

of flexibility is possible with the techniques of tlme-domain
synthesis as evidenced in this work.
Delayed Neutron Reactor Synthesis« S^x and toje Group Models
In order to Introduce the application of optimal
control theory to the hlgher-order problems, a linear
reactor example is chosen first.

The reactor process in

this section is described by a seventh-order dynamic process
including state variables of reactor power level, and six
delayed neutron groups.

The pseudo-control p n / J l

is used.

The mathematical model is

6
(5-D

6
(5-2)
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In this case a feedback controller Is desired that
minimizes errors In both power level and precursor densities
from their nominal values.

The Infinite control Interval

error criterion may be written
e(t)

00 r
j 0 n jn(t)-n»('t)]2 +

6
^

0 6l [«1 <*)-«$ W ]
(5-3)

+ [u(r)-u*(*)]2la r

The solution to the linear optimal control problem
Is given by the Rlooatl matrix equation In chapter 3*

The

necessary system and Input matrices for the dynamic process
are
-/5/€ >1

>2

>3

>4

A5

1

A6

0

•A1

0

- X2
0 3//

B =

- A3

(5-4)

0

- X4
^ 5/^

0

0

- X5
- >6

1 °.

and the weighting factor matrices are for state and control
variables are
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0

0B

O

O

A

O

*

a

o

o
as X

with

s& gains is sgmmetrl# and written

kll
0

k t=

k12

k13

*14

hs

*16

*17

^22

te23

*24

k25

*26

*2?

k33

*34

k35

*36

*37

fe44

Hs

*46

*4?

kS5

*56

*57

*66

*6?

O

o

O

Q

o

0

o

0

0

0

o

0

0

o

o

0

0

0

0

>

(5-7)

*77

trix ©qmtion is h e m wpeated 8
t m m * * 1A

«= (j)

selmtlsn © f 'equation (5a8) is requiredQ

tons a non=linear

% e feedback gains are seen t© fee sensitive t# the speeifi©
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/3 s 73 V
Ss tbe assimed mean neutron lifetime
£ o

a©

/5 9 /9t and A &

©f fuel

and overall weight

fairly aseurately and errors in the solution due to these
variables are never great o

The neutron lifetime £ 0 on the

ether hand9 is diffioult to determine for dynamle operation»
2@ro=»p©wer«rea©ter fr©q.u@n@y<=d@main studies -are generally
antity8 but if many non-linear feed.9 the value of £ may be in error by a
large fa©toro

If £ is not known aoeuratsly® however9 statistic

©at ©ontrol theory should b© used and a basis barrier to the
problem is eneounteredo
. The feedbaok gains are seen to be independent of
the nominal states of the system*

Thus, ©no© the steady

state solution of equation (5=8) is ©omputed for a given set

of

remoter parameters 9 a feedbaok ©entroller built of ©onstant
elements Is sufficient for all operation no matter
nominal control and state variables are required,
feedback control equation Is
u « u,& - k,, (n-

)

(5-9)
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£

z°

u* - k u (n-n») - ^

(5-10)

n
For adequate performance the selection of weighting

factors Is very Important for this seventh-order process.
These must be determined from the performance requirements.
Equation (5-10) Indicates that an auxiliary device Is
required to convert the pseudo-control to a reactivity
control.

The schematic of the optimal feedback control

system Is that given In figure 4 of chapter 3«
An Indication of how sensitive the feedback gains of
the dynamic process are with respect to the mean neutron life
time

£

, can be obtained from a one group approximation of

the six group model.

The approximate dynamic process Is

n

(5-11)

(5-12)

£& -Ac

The abbreviated error criterion Is
oo
{ 0 n [n(r)-n.(r)j2 + 0 ero(r)-o«(r)j 2

e(t)

(5-13)
+ [u(r)-u# (T)] 2jiUr
Die system matrix and the Input matrix are respectively
A *

~- ft/£

y

1
and

B =

(5-14)
0

_

-A -

10?
The resulting gain equations that must be solved are

11

24-

12

~

(5-15)

<kll - k12> + kll2
(k12 “ k22) +

A (%i2 * kll) + kH k12
(5-16)

2 /A

N22

where the

(k22 "* ki2 ^

(5-17)

ki2^ w 0

are typical elements of the symmetric matrix
kll k12

K * K

(5-18)

a
k 12 k22

The steady state solution of equations (5-15) through
(5-17) is obtainable analytically.

Only

and k12 are

required for the optimal control equation, which is
u(r) * u*(r) - k^n(t)-n*(r)^

- k12

o

(^)-c # (t )'

(5-19)

The solutions for these gains, with gS. = 0, are
+ A

11
and

7

k12 =

A + -^2 l2

+ ^ L { V 0 ;

+ 2AV^;

-

+

^

+ A

*

(5-21)

Since the gains are analytical functions of the
generation time, a quantity that represents the effect of
perturbations in

can be introduced here.

This function is
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termed a sensitivity function and Is defined by the equation
j
3y(z) -

gr|aMr.(g)

(5-22)

In this ease y(z) corresponds to ^ ^ ( 1 ^)1 % corresponds to
and

Sx corresponds to

§1 •

y » k11# z

£

,

'ttius
and

x *£ .

(5-2))

*
The sensitivity function associated with k11 is

Sk

11

{ 1 * ^t )Z

“

^V

^ /

+ / 2 [2A" ^ n + 0 n ] Z/3 2V *

y

<5-24)

This function expresses information concerning the changes in
stability of the control system due to the non-exact determina
tion #f the

mean neutron lifetime.

what way errors are introduced if ^
during the dynamic operation.

It also indicates in
is a variable parameter

Figure 15 Illustrates the

behavior of the sensitivity function for several values of
the weighting factor <^>n .

The values of /3 and A were

arbitrarily set equal

/3 »

0.01 and

A = 0.1 sec*1

(5-25)

Several qualitative features are indicated in this
figure.

For values of

£

in the range typical of most

reactors, namely 1 0 " ^ < = 10**^ seconds, the gain is a very
sensitive function of neutron lifetime.
from equation (5-20) that as

It is easily seen

0, k ^ — - 0 0 , and figure 15
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Open-Loop Nominal Reactivity
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Open-Loop Nominal Control
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To synthesize this problem a closed-loop controller
Is determined to minimize the quadratic error criterion of
equation (5-31)*
f T-0.47f
r
.0
e (0) =J
| 0 n [n(t)-n*(^)J 2

h

(5-3D
+ fu(t)-u*(r)j 2)d^
Note that no effort Is made to weight precursor density errors
In this problem.

This does not mean, however, that there

Is no need to measure this state variable.

This only

Indicates that no limit Is placed on precursor density errors.
In this study a quasl-optlmal feedback controller
Is found using the maximum principle.

The linearized model

describing perturbations about the nominal trajectories Is
represented

f u (r)
8

i('t) 0

where

§£(r) »

A f 1 3 (r)
-A o
0

o
Sx(r) +

0

Su(t)

(5-32)

i

0

[x(t)-x*(t)j

‘

n(r)-n*(t)

(5-33)

c(t)-e*(t)
p(t)-p*('C)
and

Sa(t)

u(t)-u*(t)

(5-34)

Also,
f11(t) -

rp*(t) - 20Cn*(t)' - / 3 ] / i

(5-35)
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and

f13(T) * n*(r)/^

(5-36)

The Hlocatl matrix equation (3-82) must be solved for this
problem.

The time-varying gain matrix K(T) is

kll
K = KT

k 12

k13

k22

k23

(3-3?)

k33
The resulting quasi-optimal feedback control is
u(T) = u*(t) - k13 n(t)-n*(t)j - k23|^c(r)-c*(r)l
(5-38)

The differential equations that result from the expansion
of the Hlcattl matrix equation (3-82) are found to be

11

k13

~ 2

fu kll + /3k12//]

-<^n

(5-39)

k12 ~ k13k23 ■ ^ kll + ^ k12 " fllk12 " /^k2 2 ^

(5-40)

k13 = k13k33 - fl3kll " fllk13 ~ ^ k2 3 ^

(5-41)

22

k

23

2 - 2 A k 12 + 2 A k 22

‘23

k23k33 " f13k 12 " X k l3 +

‘33

k332 * 2f13k 13 -

(5-42)

Xk23

The boundary conditions for equations (5-39) through
A
(5-4 4 ) are given by the relation

(5-43)
(5-44)
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K(T»0.47) = [o]
where all elements of

[o] are zero.

Figure 19 Illustrates the
gain programs of

(5-^5)

(time-varying) feedback

kg^, and k^^ as a function of time for

weighting factors of

Cy£>n = 10~6

sec"2kw~2

0 0 ■* 0
<pp
and

= 25

sec-2

(5-^6)

ys * 1

and for assumed reactor parameters of

Of=
/ 3

=

jl =

10-5 kw-1

A

= 0.1 sec-1

0.0064

n*(0)

= lOkw

10-3 sec

n*(T)

= 50kw

(5-47)

T = 0.4?
The digital computer was used to get the solution of these
gains (13).
In practice, time-varying feedback gains are not
desirable.

The synthesis problem of this example was

simulated by means of an analog computer.

Simulation of

the time-varying gains on the analog computer can be
accomplished either by direct solution of equations (5-39)
through (5-44) along with the simulation process, or by
reproducing these gains with function generators.

The

first method requires more computer components than were

12

Yio

.20

o
r>
CM

o

Time
Figure 19

0.3

Time-Varying Gains for Reactor Power Transfer

0.4

a m l X t M © f©s? SMis w@r2So

l a t t e r h a s

the disad=

factors retmir® reprograsmlns ©f th© ;fundtIon generators-,

warding gains of figure 19 were averaged over the ©ontrol

i ® lg 2 9

Z 1
J
m

,3p® easily programmed on the
o

This

quasl<=#ptImal approximation permits easy simulation for
many different average gain settings 0
In analog computer synthesis the model and the

identical sets ©f dynamic equations are programmed§ one

ither contaminated with external noise 0

The ©©ntamlmted

is driven b]
nois©0 devis tes from the
t@r is computed
quasio-eptiml

multiplied by the

gainso
is B

results of this analog computer
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a ®

u 4- A®

# m /^sa

<5=50}

«*» A©

(5=51)

bb6

wh@%% % W
and where
a ss f©wer
@ ® @p#,#e=averag@ (on® group) pr@©ars@r density
T s spaee=air©rag© ©or® temperatur©
/°t ^ tetal reactivity
%

as aeaa @ffe©tiwe heat capacity @f r@a©t©r ©ere
as h@at=©32©haager thermal time eons tant
!

Equation (5= 52) represents the heat ©smhsmge equation which
is @©upled with the nemtrentes through ©ore temperature and
propellant flew rate In the form of reactivity0

This total

reactivity ifiius ©onslsts #f the Control rod reactivity u i0
a control m r i a h l © D the propellant density reactivity
S p mo and the temperature reactivity

°
whese
and

♦ Spp

"pj ” e$ T(t)
• OgUgCtJ/V T(t)

(5=53)
(5=5^)

(5=55)
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e ( 0 ) - j f t f / ^ [ n C O - n t m ] 2 + 0 T [T (r)-T *(r)J 2
(5-58)

+ y ^ [ u i ( r ) - u f (?)]2 + ] ^ [ u 2 ( r ) - u 2» (t -) ] 2J d r
Here e^ain, errors in precursor density are not considered.
A quasi-optimal feedback controller based on the maximum
principle is again evaluated.

The linearized dynamic

process describing perturbations of state and control
variables is represented by

' au ( r )

&/£

- A

o3

0

a jjtr)
0

+

a33(t)

bn (r)

812 ( r )

0

0

0

b32(r)

Su

r

Ss “

A

(5-59)
where

Sn"
S s = , So

§ ii ==

and

.S T .
and

r s v1
Su 0
L
2_

a 1;L( r ) ■ ru* + c^T* + opu2* - / 3 j / /

(5-60)

(5-61)

T*

a 13 ( r )

CrpN* - OpU2#n#
2V

b 1:L( r )

t *T

I

(5-62)

= - bUg*

(5-63)

-

(5-64)

n*/£

b12 ( r ) - opn*/£Vx*

(5-65)

b32(r) = - bT*

(5-66)

The Ricoat 1-type differential equations that must be solved
to determine the time-varying feedback gains are
■ Akj^^2 - 2Bk11k1^ + Cki32 • 2aiikH
-

- 2/3k12/^

(5-67)

2kiy M 0 - 0 n

^ 2 " AkU k12 - Bklll£23 " 9*12*13 + 0*13*23 - ^ * u

(5 -6 8 )
(A**a^^)k^2 T

k22^^

~ ^23^^c

*13 ” A*ll*i3 - 8*11*33 " 8*132 + c*13*33 “ * 13*11
(5-69)
- (a-33 + a il^ki3 " ft k2 3 ^ ” k3 3 ^ o

(5-70)

k22 « Ak122 - 2Bk12k23 + ck232 ” 2 ^ k i2 + 2 ^ k22
k23 * Akl2k l3 ~ **11*33 - **13*23 + Ck23k33 " al3k12

(5 -7 D
- A k^^ - (a33 • A)k22
^ 53 A k ^ ^ ^

—

2Bk^^ k ^ - j

4" C k ^ ^ 2 —

2 a ^ 3 k ^3

*

2^ 3 3 k 33

"

(5-72)
where
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The equations that describe the quasl-optlmal feedback
control variables are

u1

■

u*

- ^11

^kii(n~n*)

+ k12(o-o*) +

k^jT-T^jj

(5-76)

and

Figure 2) Is a plot of the time-varying feedback
gains associated with the nominal trajectories of power and
temperature for the two control variables•

The switching

time at tb <= tf Is Included and the value of Y ’= 1 . 6 0 Is
used.

The gains were obtained from digital computer

solutions of equations (5-6?) through (5-72) (13).

The

gains for the precursor density are not Illustrated; they
have the same general shape as those Illustrated.

For the

gains In this figure, the following relations hold;
kln " k11(T)bu ('c)/r

(5-78)

k1T - Jt13(r)bu (T)/V^

(5-79)

k2n " [kll(r )b1 2 ^
'C2t 13

^ ^12 ^ ^

+

/y^2
(- )b32 ('-)J / y~z

(5-80)
(5-81)
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Time-Varying Feedback Gains for a Nuclear Rocket Engine
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Effect of Feedback Control on Temperature
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